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Abstract

Effective requirements communication between consumers and

providers represents the foundation of any successful service or

product. Therefore, numerous methods have been developed and

used throughout the recent decades to support provider companies

in knowing their consumers and understanding their needs.

However, the existing requirements communication techniques are

seriously challenged by the cloud paradigm. Cloud computing has

emerged as a successful service delivery model that allows reducing

capital costs, while improving service accessibility, flexibility and

scalability. As a result, researchers and practitioners focused on

enhancing the technological capabilities of cloud services, but the

topic of gathering consumers’ real needs has largely been ignored.

Challenges posed by the cloud model such as wide, heterogeneous

and geographically distributed audiences, frequent change requests

and short times to market can only marginally be supported by

conventional requirements communication methods.

In this thesis, we first describe the current state of practice with

regard to requirements communication in cloud settings. The
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results of an exploratory study we conducted with 19 cloud ser-

vice providers show that most companies use ad-hoc methods for

gathering consumer requirements, since the existing techniques do

not fit the cloud characteristics. Furthermore, we identified what

key features a cloud requirements communication method should

have to meet providers’ needs.

Secondly, we present StakeCloud, a novel dedicated cloud requi-

rements communication approach. StakeCloud is the main con-

tribution of the thesis and has three components: a conceptual

solution, its practical implementation, and a final evaluation. The

conceptual solution has its roots in Galois theory and consists

of building fuzzy Galois lattices based on (potential) consumers’

advanced search queries collected online on marketplaces. The

Galois lattices can be used by cloud providers to analyze market

needs and trends, as well as optimum solutions for satisfying the

largest populations possible with a minimum set of implemented

requirements. Moreover, as proof of concept, we implemented

a practical tool that can be used directly by cloud provider re-

presentatives, e.g., product managers. Finally, we evaluated to

what extent our approach satisfies the main needs identified in

the exploratory study. The StakeCloud approach complements

the existing plethora of requirements communication techniques in

that it is a dedicated method for cloud settings, operates with data

that already exist, and enables large-scale consumers’ involvement

in an unobtrusive fashion.
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Zusammenfassung

Effektive Anforderungskommunikation zwischen Kunden und Dienst-

leistern ist die Grundlage für erfolgreiche Dienste (Services) und

Produkte. Aus diesem Grund wurden in den letzten Jahrzehnten

zahlreiche Methoden entwickelt und angewandt, um Anbieter beim

Verstehen von Kundenbedürfnissen zu unterstützen.

Die bestehenden Techniken der Anforderungskommunikation wer-

den vom Cloud Computing Paradigma jedoch ernsthaft herausge-

fordert. Cloud Computing hat sich zu einem erfolgreichen Modell

zur Servicebereitstellung entwickelt, das Kapitalkosten reduziert

und Erreichbarkeit, Flexibilität und Skalierbarkeit erhöht. Folglich

haben sich Forschung und Anwendung darauf konzentriert, die

technologischen Fähigkeiten von Cloud-Diensten zu verbessern,

während die Erhebung von realen Kundenanforderungen grossteils

vernachlässigt wurde. Die Herausforderungen bei der Bereitstellung

von Cloud-Diensten wie breites, heterogenes und geografisch verteil-

tes Publikum, häufige Änderungswünsche und kurze Vorlaufzeiten

können durch konventionelle Methoden der Anforderungskommu-

nikation nur ungenügend gemeistert werden.

In dieser Arbeit beschreiben wir zunächst den aktuellen Stand der

Praxis betreffend Anforderungskommunikation im Cloud-Umfeld.
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Eine Überblicksstudie, die wir mit 19 Cloud Dienstleistern durch-

geführt haben, zeigt, dass die meisten Unternehmen ad-hoc Metho-

den zur Anforderungsermittlung verwenden, da die verfügbaren

Techniken für die Cloud nicht geeignet sind. Ausserdem haben

wir Merkmale identifiziert, die eine Methode zur Cloud Anfor-

derungskommunikation aufweisen sollte, um Dienstleistern zu

nützen.

Anschliessend präsentieren wir StakeCloud, einen dezidierten An-

satz zur Anforderungskommunikation für die Cloud. StakeCloud

ist der Hauptbeitrag dieser Arbeit und hat drei Komponenten:

ein Lösungskonzept, dessen praktische Implementierung und eine

abschliessende Evaluation. Das Lösungskonzept hat seine Wurzeln

in der Galoistheorie. Aus Suchanfragen von Kunden auf online-

Marktplätzen konstruieren wir unscharfe Galoisverbände (fuzzy

Galois lattices). Diese können von Cloud-Anbietern genutzt werden,

um Marktbedürfnisse und Trends zu analysieren und Lösungen

zu finden, welche eine grösstmögliche Zahl von Kunden mit ei-

nem minimalen Satz an implementierten Anforderungen zufrieden-

stellen. Darüber hinaus haben wir als Nachweis der praktischen

Machbarkeit ein Werkzeug implementiert, welches Mitarbeiter von

Cloud-Anbietern, z.B. Produktmanager, direkt nutzen können. Ab-

schliessend evaluieren wir, in welchem Ausmass unsere Lösung die

in unserer Überblicksstudie aufgezeigten Hauptbedürfnisse erfüllt.

StakeCloud ergänzt die bestehende Vielfalt von Techniken zur

Anforderungskommunikation, da es spezifisch für Cloudumgebun-

gen ist, mit existierenden Daten arbeitet, und in einfacher Weise

umfangreiche Kundenbeteiligung ermöglicht.
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Chapter 1

Synopsis

1.1 Introduction

Effective requirements communication between consumers and

providers [GW07] is essential for building successful services and

products [SS97]. Ignoring or incorrectly addressing end users’

or consumers’ needs generally yields solutions that do not solve

the problems they were designed for, thus leading to increased

costs [Poh10] and failure-prone projects [Tuu03, AW05]. However,

consumers’ requirements are not always easy to identify: some are

difficult to express, some are hidden, while some may overlap or

conflict. To address these challenges, software and requirements

engineering (RE) have provided excellent support and methods

to elicit requirements [ZC05] throughout the recent decades. In

general, requirements elicitation refers to seeking, gathering and

consolidating requirements and is the first step in the requirements

engineering process [NE00].
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Despite the successful application of existing elicitation techniques

so far, numerous assumptions need to be rethought today. The ad-

vent of cloud computing [AFG+09] and its novel technical and busi-

ness model for delivering software and hardware resources flexibly,

on demand [BYV+09], in an elastic fashion [MG11], has brought

opportunities unknown before. In this context, cloud services are

solutions that are not owned by clients any more, as in typical

traditional settings, but are delivered by cloud providers.

Glinz and Wieringa defined stakeholders as persons or organiza-

tions that have a direct or indirect influence on the requirements of

a system [Gli15, GW07]. In cloud settings, the main stakeholders

are the cloud service consumers and providers. According to the

US National Institute of Standards and Technology [LTM+, p. 7],

a cloud (service) provider is an organization that “acquires and

manages the computing infrastructure required for providing the

services, runs the cloud software that provides the services, and

makes arrangements to deliver the cloud services to the cloud

consumers through network access”. Conversely, a cloud (service)

consumer is “a person or organization that maintains a business

relationship with, and uses the service from a cloud provider”

[LTM+, p. 5].

Embracing the emerging cloud computing paradigm, providers

can sell their solutions worldwide to large masses of consumers, at

a scale that was unimaginable in traditional settings [BYV+09],

where both providers and consumers were collocated or at least

within easy reach. Nevertheless, this also brings new challenges

from a requirements communication perspective: cloud consumers
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are mostly physically unreachable, globally distributed and highly

heterogeneous [Vou08]. They often have frequent change requests

and their requirements are volatile [Vou08], since early cloud

adopters are modern dynamic companies or individuals [ZRB15].

Moreover, providers cannot rely on knowing local markets since

they often sell their services in locations where they do not have

and cannot easily send their consultants or requirements experts.

Finally, the cloud is still young, which means that service providers

cannot build on existing expertise as far as cloud consumers’ re-

quirements communication or elicitation is concerned [Vou08].

Therefore, the existing requirements elicitation methods are slowly

rendered obsolete because core prerequisites these techniques build

upon (e.g., stakeholders are known and reachable) are no longer

true in a cloud computing context. At most, traditional approaches

can only partially support the requirements elicitation activity in

isolated cases [RZWT12, TSG13]. Hence there is a lack of methods

that fit cloud providers’ needs with regard to identifying and under-

standing their (potential) consumers’ requirements. Researchers

and practitioners have recognized the importance of the cloud, but

they have mostly focused on improving the technical aspects of

cloud offerings so far, virtually ignoring the actual end-users, the

cloud consumers [IH10, KAD10].

Yet satisfying consumers’ needs is not possible without knowing

what their actual needs are. Further, delivering solutions that

match cloud consumers’ requirements is too important of a busi-

ness goal to remain without concrete support and appropriate

solutions. Although much effort has been dedicated to develop-

ing requirements elicitation techniques and ways to choose the
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most suitable ones in particular situations, the current state of

the art cannot properly support cloud service providers in under-

standing their consumers. This represents a serious stakeholder

requirements communication problem in cloud settings. There is

a general mismatch between the cloud solutions offered and the

actual consumer needs, which frequently leads to dissatisfaction for

both main stakeholders involved: service providers do not manage

to sell their solutions successfully and consumers do not receive

services that match their needs.

1.2 State of the Art

The widely recognized importance of stakeholder requirements

communication has resulted in a considerable number of require-

ments elicitation techniques, approaches and tools. For instance,

Zowghi and Coulin provided a comprehensive survey of exist-

ing work applicable in traditional systems [ZC05]. Furthermore,

many researchers also observed the need to choose specific tech-

niques depending on individual settings, and described strengths

and limitations of elicitation approaches in different contexts

[HD03, LRA02, Tuu03].

In this section, we review the state of the art in requirements

elicitation techniques that have potential to be applied in cloud

settings. Firstly, we present the current views and approaches that

specifically target the cloud domain with regard to communicating

stakeholders’ requirements. Then, as requirements elicitation in
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distributed and market-driven settings is related to elicitation in

cloud computing contexts, we subsequently survey the existing

body of work in these areas. Finally, we explain how the current

knowledge gap in requirements communication approaches for

cloud contexts motivates our work, show where a new dedicated

cloud method fits in the existing plethora of requirements elicitation

techniques, and conclude with our thesis statement.

1.2.1 Requirements Elicitation in Cloud Com-

puting Settings and Related Challenges

As the cloud paradigm is still rather young, requirements engineer-

ing for the cloud is currently lagging behind [SW11]. However,

both researchers and practitioners have recognized the importance

of understanding cloud consumers’ requirements. For instance,

Koehler et al. remarked that good services can only be delivered

when consumers’ needs are taken into account and that exclusively

adopting a technical perspective on improving the cloud offering

will not lead to successful solutions [KAD10, KADW10]. Moreover,

Vouk emphasized the need for appropriate methods to elicit con-

sumer requirements, since this is the only way to generate value in

the cloud [Vou08]. Nevertheless, achieving this is not a simple task

[CPK10]. Chen et al. identified serious problems which can arise

due to misunderstanding the roles, needs and interests of cloud

stakeholders. According to them [CPK10], relationships in the

cloud can be more complicated than the traditional provider-user

relationship, which makes it vital to ensure good cloud require-

ments communication. Therefore, it is commonly agreed that
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there is a lack of dedicated requirements elicitation approaches

which can be used effectively by cloud providers to understand

their consumers’ needs [ZB11].

As a result, numerous researchers aimed at solving the cloud con-

sumers’ requirements communication problem in various ways.

However, most of these attempts are rather limited. For instance,

some tried to strictly satisfy consumers from a service functionality

perspective, completely disregarding nonfunctional requirements.

Nevertheless, gathering and analyzing nonfunctional requirements

is essential, since it has long been acknowledged that omitting or

misinterpreting them commonly leads to the most expensive and

difficult to correct errors [MCN92]. By nonfunctional requirement,

we understand an attribute of or a constraint on a system [Gli07],

where the attributes can be performance requirements (e.g., speed,

throughput) or specific quality requirements (e.g., security, avail-

ability). The approaches in the direction of eliciting nonfunctional

requirements are few, typically look at exclusively one type of

nonfunctional requirement and rather pose a challenge than pro-

vide a solution. For example, Iankoulova and Daneva conducted a

systematic review of cloud computing security requirements [ID12],

Gritzalis and Liu looked into requirements engineering for security

and privacy [GL13], Mouratidis et al. developed a framework

supporting the selection of cloud providers based on security and

privacy requirements [MIKG13] and Kalloniatis et al. evaluated

cloud deployment scenarios based on security and privacy require-

ments [KMI13]. Notwithstanding, none of these approaches brings

concrete solutions for cloud providers to understand their con-
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sumers’ needs and restrict themselves to only presenting research

directions.

Furthermore, other approaches are limited in that they only con-

sider one type of cloud service, e.g., SaaS (Software as a Service)

[BELK10], completely ignoring other types of cloud computing

such as IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) or PaaS (Platform as

a Service). As a result, the existing cloud offers do not meet

or only partially meet consumers’ requirements, thus leading to

dissatisfaction and low revenue, as observed by Repschlaeger et

al. [RZWT12]. Therefore, the question that still remains unan-

swered is how to cover multiple dimensions, including both service

functionality and nonfunctional requirements, to gain a complete

understanding of cloud consumers’ needs.

The main reason why this is still an open and difficult issue lies

in the native characteristics of the cloud. These make it virtually

impossible for cloud service providers to use existing requirements

elicitation methods or the experience accumulated over the years

when building successful conventional systems.

The number of stakeholders in cloud settings is often beyond what

traditional methods can support. On the one hand, the exist-

ing approaches cannot easily handle large masses of consumers

[Vou08], and novel, flexible and scalable techniques are required

[ZB11]. On the other hand, stakeholders’ involvement is a re-

curring problem in requirements engineering which should not

be neglected in the cloud context either. Numerous researchers

regard user involvement to be critical for the success of a sys-

tem [WB13, NK09, KKLK05]. Since most existing elicitation
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approaches require the direct and conscious participation of stake-

holders, providing incentives for users to get involved generally

becomes necessary. Cloud service consumers are most often lo-

cated remotely, outside reasonable physical reach, thus motivating

them to participate in requirements elicitation activities becomes

even more problematic [Kuj03]. Lichtenstein et al. [LNH07] pro-

posed retrieving requirements from service level agreement (SLA)

documents as a means for enabling consumer involvement. This

is done from the perspective of end-users who can consult SLAs

and decide whether the specified services meet their needs or not.

However, this approach can only work for service consumers that

are known individually and who are able to correctly define their

requirements. Therefore, this solution would only support a small

percentage of cloud service consumers. Another problem of this

solution is the potential lack of SLAs. There are situations when

no SLA documents are provided, but rather general descriptions of

cloud service performance. Thus, an SLA-based approach would

not work in such a case.

Trienekens et al. [TBvdZ04] proposed to directly enable communi-

cation between consumers and providers by using a phased process

for specifying SLAs. Although this work contributes to the field

of requirements communication, it has a significant limitation:

requirements are communicated only when negotiating SLAs, i.e.

after a consumer has selected a provider. Thus, this approach

does not support early requirements communication with poten-

tial consumers. Moreover, similar to the work of Lichtenstein et

al. [LNH07], this approach also relies on the existence of SLA

documents.
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Furthermore, the cloud computing setting is characterized by

globally distributed consumers. Thus, traditional approaches (such

as interviews or workshops) which require synchronous interaction

with representative stakeholders are difficult or, in some cases,

even impossible to apply in this context [LRA02, Saw00].

Moreover, unlike the traditional settings where stakeholders are

usually individually identifiable and within organizational reach

[Saw00], the cloud is characterized by heterogeneous potential con-

sumers who are often unidentifiable on an individual basis.

Additionally, conventional software-intensive systems undergo a

managed evolution. Naturally, stakeholders’ requirements evolve,

triggering the evolution of entire systems [SLAM13]. However,

in the cloud, there are no strict borders and no real evolution

constraints: user needs can continuously change [Her07]. Whereas

cloud services are designed to easily scale from a technical perspec-

tive, providers need to become aware of the requirements changes

before being able to fulfill them. This is not a trivial task when

employing only the existing requirements elicitation methods and

the difficulty of responding to change requests and unstable and

volatile consumer requirements are therefore often seen as a key

challenge [Vou08]. Additionally, cloud providers have to deliver

services fast to meet the changing market requirements. For this,

researchers observed the need to have structured methods that

support requirements management and looked into the dynamic

aspect of requirements in the cloud [ZRB15]. However, they only

focused on cloud adoption and no attention has been dedicated to

early RE activities such as elicitation.
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Other researchers investigated what development process models

are suitable for cloud contexts, such as the V model or Extreme

Programming (XP), and proposed a comparison framework that

includes these, evaluating how they fit the cloud characteristics

[SW11]. Schrödl and Wind mentioned that the requirements

elicitation phase, as a first step, is crucial to understand what

stakeholders want. However, they concluded that providers should

use well-known methods such as interviews, workshops and scenar-

ios, without discussing their suitability in cloud settings. Similarly,

Ramachandran analyzed how to gather cloud service requirements

related to enterprise-wide business objectives [Ram13], and he also

suggested conducting interviews, focus groups and ethnographic

studies. Nevertheless, he did not evaluate these methods in a cloud

context, and these approaches are widely seen as virtually impossi-

ble to use due to the cloud characteristics, as already noted.

We can conclude that there have been attempts to use and adapt

the existing requirements elicitation techniques to cloud contexts.

Yet no conclusive results have been obtained so far and most

researchers argued that new techniques that fit the challenges

posed by the cloud paradigm are needed. In this regard, only a few

conceptual models, vague ideas and numerous research directions

constitute the state of the art for dedicated cloud requirements

elicitation methods in 2015.

The situation is equally poor when it comes to selecting cloud

providers. Cloud consumers usually choose their service providers

using ad-hoc approaches, based on recommendations from friends

or based on the reputation of provider brands [ZBE14]. As a
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result, marketplaces [MTG11, BK14, Int15, AT05, Clo15] emerged

as community platforms that allow (potential) cloud consumers to

input their needs and, based on these, matching cloud solutions

from various providers are suggested. The needs are generally

input as advanced search queries. An advanced search query is a

query that a (potential) cloud consumer enters into a marketplace

in a structured form, i.e. (s)he specifies desired values for a given

finite set of service features.

Cloud community platforms are still at their very beginning now,

but it is forecast that they will increasingly grow and gain im-

portance in the near future [FR15]. However, despite the large

amounts of consumer search queries collected on such platforms,

these data have never been used to enable the communication of

requirements from cloud consumers to providers, such that service

suppliers can then offer solutions well-tailored to the real needs of

the market.

1.2.2 Requirements Elicitation in Distributed

Settings

Research in distributed requirements engineering shows that due

to its communication- and collaboration-intensive nature, require-

ments elicitation becomes particularly difficult compared to tra-

ditional settings [DZ03]. As cloud systems are distributed by

their very nature, research results for requirements elicitation in

distributed settings naturally extend to cloud computing.
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For instance, researchers looked into the possibility to use and/or

adapt well-known elicitation techniques to distributed settings, and

evaluated their success. For example, Lloyd et al. [LRA02] con-

ducted a study on the effectiveness of elicitation techniques in dis-

tributed requirements engineering. This study included well-known,

traditional techniques such as interviews, questionnaires and brain-

storming. The conclusion drawn was that a synchronous elicitation

approach is generally more effective than an asynchronous one.

However, setting up a synchronous approach in distributed and

cloud settings is challenging due to the lack of collocation, thus gen-

erating the need for providing efficient asynchronous requirements

elicitation methods.

Lim et al. [LQF10] presented ideas on asynchronous and dis-

tributed stakeholder identification. This approach assumes that

key stakeholders are known, and others can be identified based

on existing stakeholders’ domain knowledge. This may lead to

identifying more stakeholders of particular groups. However, identi-

fying heterogeneous users who are not necessarily connected to the

existing ones is also considered critical. Therefore, the challenge

of identifying stakeholders in environments where they are highly

heterogeneous should not be neglected [NE00].

Researchers also tried to tackle the problem of reaching and involv-

ing wide audience end users or users who are not within organiza-

tional reach. Tuunanen [Tuu03] argued that traditional techniques

do not provide adequate solutions and presented methods which

could potentially fill this gap (e.g., EasyWinWin). Nevertheless,

so far, none of these methods has been successfully used on a
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large scale for enabling and supporting distributed elicitation. Re-

search on EasyWinWin by Kukreja and Boehm [KB12] promised to

provide support for distributed settings, but only focused on stake-

holders within organizational reach. Further, it is widely known

that group elicitation techniques, such as JAD, focus groups and

brainstorming, facilitate the collaboration and involvement of stake-

holders in the elicitation process [ZC05]. Therefore, there have

been attempts to also adapt these techniques for remote, online

use [FdS09, FdS11]. Another trial in this direction is represented

by the use of wikis as collaborative tools which support stakeholder

involvement [DRR+07, KBKF09, SA10, YWK+08]. However, all

these approaches assume that consumers are known and identifi-

able, which is a recognized challenge in the cloud context.

Studies from the field of web-information systems [YT03] revealed

that the needs regarding Internet-based systems are also rather

different from those of traditional systems. Yang and Tang pointed

out that this is also caused by the users’ diversity. Unfortunately,

such particularities were not sufficiently considered when the cur-

rent well-known methods were designed. Therefore, it is difficult

to elicit requirements from consumers who have highly diverse

backgrounds and needs [YT03].

In summary, most of the existing distributed requirements elici-

tation methods rely on the existence of stakeholders within easy

reach and consider them identifiable. Therefore, these charac-

teristics make the existing distributed elicitation techniques only

marginally applicable in a cloud context.
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1.2.3 Requirements Elicitation in Market-Driven

Settings

According to Sawyer [Saw00], the main differences between market-

driven and traditional RE settings consist of time constraints and

stakeholder characteristics. These observations are also fairly rele-

vant in the cloud context, where stakeholders and dynamics differ

from those of traditional software or hardware development.

Firstly, time to market is usually an important factor which de-

termines the choice of requirements elicitation methods to be

used in a market-driven project. Development cycles are usu-

ally rather short and there is a constant flow of requirements

[CB95, Hon95, KDNoD+03, APC06, DKP+03]. Therefore, elicita-

tion techniques which require significant time and effort in order

to achieve meaningful results do not fit. These constraints also

apply in a cloud computing setting.

Secondly, in market-driven projects, stakeholders are usually too

numerous to allow service or product suppliers to select indi-

vidual persons as representatives of stakeholder roles and elicit

articulated requirements from them [CB95, Hon95, KDNoD+03].

Consequently, requirements are often invented by developers or

other stakeholders belonging to the developing organization [Pot95],

relying on their own professional experience.

As an alternative, some companies perform market studies to under-

stand the trends of the market and what people need or desire, and

use these to develop their own products or services. In many cases,
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this leads to copying what competitors do, where providers try to

use already proven success recipes. Other organizations conduct

in-depth studies, test their prototypes with selected stakeholders,

and then generalize the results to mass markets.

In the market-driven domain, most products have some local

market even when they are sold globally, such that some of the

stakeholders are within reach and available for direct interaction.

In these cases, traditional requirements elicitation methods can

be applied, but in a limited fashion, only to part of the audience.

Subsequently, based on the results, user patterns can be defined and

then generalized to extended wide audiences of stakeholders.

As soon as a supplier has products or services in the market that

are actually being used, feedback from users can be exploited for

extracting new requirements. For instance, Seyff et al. investigated

spontaneous end-user requirements blogging [SGM10a]. Addition-

ally, bug reports and change requests can be analyzed for extracting

requirements manually or using mining tools [HEGM13].

Despite being partially relevant for the cloud, the findings from

the market-driven RE field are not generally applicable in a cloud

computing context. This is due to the fact that cloud services by

their very nature address a large number of diverse and globally dis-

tributed consumers and typically do not have a local, individually

reachable customer base. Furthermore, relying on the experience of

cloud providers’ employees to invent requirements for new services

is often seen as an unsuitable idea due to the young age of the

cloud model, thus lack of extensive understanding.
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1.2.4 The Need for a Dedicated Cloud Require-

ments Elicitation Approach: Motivation

and Thesis Statement

According to the current state of the art, it is evident that the

existing cloud-specific approaches are in a fairly preliminary stage

and researchers most often draw research directions instead of

providing concrete solutions for the cloud stakeholder requirements

communication problem. Moreover, the elicitation techniques

used so far in distributed and market-driven contexts are only

partially applicable in cloud settings. Therefore, there is a need for

dedicated cloud elicitation techniques that support cloud companies

in understanding their consumers and providing them with services

that meet their needs. Such methods should satisfy the challenges

introduced by the cloud paradigm we presented in Section 1.2.1.

Moreover, there is a need for studies that investigate how cloud

service providers concretely perform the requirements elicitation

activity today, in order to know what strategy to adopt and what

types of methods would fit their needs.

In their work, Tsumaki and Tamai [TT06] classified the existing

requirements elicitation methods according to two criteria. Firstly,

depending on how requirements acquisition is conducted, require-

ments can be collected and sorted either in a static or dynamic way.

Secondly, depending on the properties of the target space analyzed,

the space can be either closed or open. Using this categorization,

due to the fast and dynamic pace of the cloud, service providers

should elicit requirements in a dynamic, ideally continuous fashion.
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Figure 1.1: Requirements elicitation techniques, adapted after
[TT06]. First published in [TKG15a].

Since consumers’ needs may change rapidly and this can often be

unpredictable, the space is open. As shown in Figure 1.1, methods

such as brainstorming, role playing or ethnography could seemingly

fit these characteristics. However, these are the type of methods

that necessarily require the physical, synchronous and simulta-

neous presence of stakeholders in the same geographical space,

which is incompatible with the cloud paradigm. Thus a dedicated

cloud elicitation method would belong in the framework proposed
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by Tsumaki and Tamai in the bottom right corner, supporting

a dynamic elicitation process in an open space, as depicted in

Figure 1.1.

Our core idea is that analyzing data generated by consumers while

searching for cloud services and deriving new knowledge therefrom

is a valuable approach for answering the problem of eliciting and

understanding cloud consumers’ requirements. We hence formulate

our thesis statement as follows:

Thesis Statement

Cloud consumers’ advanced search queries can be used to

infer new service requirements, such that cloud providers

deliver solutions targeted at consumers’ real needs.

1.3 Research Goal, Questions and

Methodology

In this section, we introduce the research goal and from this we

derive the related research questions. Further, we present the

overall methodology used for this dissertation. The details on the

concrete methods employed for answering the individual research

questions are laid out in Chapters 2–5.

As motivated by the knowledge gap described in Section 1.2.4, our

research goal is the following:
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Thesis Goal

Develop a requirements elicitation approach that addresses

the challenges posed by the cloud paradigm and supports

cloud service providers in eliciting and understanding their

consumers’ requirements.

We adopted a pragmatic approach [Cre13] for our research since

our main focus was to study what current problems cloud providers

are facing regarding consumers’ requirements communication and

how these problems can be solved. Therefore, as advised by

the pragmatic paradigm, we considered the thesis goal of central

importance and applied the necessary techniques to understand the

problem. Further, we chose data collection, analysis methods as

well as technical solutions that were evaluated as most promising to

provide insights into the problem [MK06]. Moreover, the pragmatic

paradigm was deemed as appropriate also because our research is

real-world practice oriented [ESSD08].

As far as the research methodology is concerned, we used an ap-

proach inspired by Wieringa and Heerkens [WH06] to meet the

goal of this thesis. Our methodology has an iterative character, as

shown in Figure 1.2. The cycle contains four major steps: problem

investigation, solution design and evaluation, solution implemen-

tation, and implementation evaluation. We started our research

with the problem investigation, as suggested by Mackenzie and

Knipe [MK06]. Then, based on the requirements we gathered, we

designed the solution and evaluated the concept. Once the design

and concept were validated with cloud provider companies, we
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Figure 1.2: Our research methodology, adapted after [WMMR06]
and [WH06].

implemented the solution and the resulting prototype was then

evaluated with real-world and self-generated data. Naturally, we

often had iterations for the four major methodology steps and

for subsets thereof. For instance, once we collected requirements

from cloud provider companies for the new dedicated cloud elic-

itation method, we designed the solution. However, the design

was further enhanced later, upon receiving feedback on our ideas

from cloud providers. All the other steps were treated in a similar

fashion.

Therefore, to support problem investigation, our first research

question is an exploratory knowledge question, belonging to the

category of descriptive-process questions according to Easterbrook

et al. [ESSD08]:
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Research Question 1 (RQ1)

How do cloud service providers elicit consumer require-

ments?

To deliver an effective cloud requirements elicitation method, it is

essential to first investigate how cloud service providers currently

get to know their (potential) consumers and their requirements,

what tools and methods they employ and what challenges they

encounter. Once we know what the current state of practice is, we

can design a method well tailored to their concrete needs. Thus the

next two research questions are design questions [ESSD08].

Research Question 2 (RQ2)

What features should a dedicated cloud requirements elic-

itation method have to help cloud providers understand

their (potential) consumers’ needs?

Based on the results of the exploratory question RQ1, the necessary

features for a dedicated cloud requirements elicitation method are

defined. Having a concrete list of requirements that need to be

satisfied, we can design the needed approach.

Cloud consumers often perform advanced online searches before

they decide which provider and solution to choose. We there-

fore study how such consumer-generated data can be aggregated,

modeled and analyzed such that new service requirements are

inferred.
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Research Question 3 (RQ3)

How can (potential) consumers’ advanced search queries

for cloud services be used to infer requirements?

Finally, we evaluate how our approach meets the thesis goal and

requirements identified with RQ2 for a dedicated cloud elicitation

method. For this, we use the following evaluation question that

supports the implementation evaluation step in our methodology

depicted in Figure 1.2.

Research Question 4 (RQ4)

How does our approach meet cloud service providers’ needs

for a dedicated cloud requirements elicitation method?

We consider our research successful if (1) a proof of concept of our

approach is achieved, that solves the issues identified with RQ1

and (2) the results of the evaluation show that the requirements

determined with RQ2 are met.

The next section gives an overview of our approach, which addresses

the first three research questions.

1.4 StakeCloud in a Nutshell

To meet the goal of this thesis, we devised an approach called

StakeCloud that supports cloud service providers in getting to
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know their (potential) consumers and eliciting their requirements.

The StakeCloud name stands for both the conceptual approach

and its proof of concept implementation. In this section, we firstly

introduce the general operation context of our method and then

present a sample usage scenario.

1.4.1 Operation Context

The number of available cloud services has steadily grown recently

and so has the number of consumers, whose needs are increasingly

sophisticated. As a result, means for choosing the most appro-

priate cloud solutions are needed, given the indisputable paradox

of choice [Sch04] consumers are facing. Therefore, as explained

in Section 1.2.1, marketplaces have emerged as central websites

which aggregate services from various providers that consumers

can choose from. For instance, Intel Inc. launched the Intel Cloud

Finder platform [Int15] that allows consumers to search for cloud

service providers upon specifying the features their desirable so-

lution should meet. Similarly, Cloudorado [Clo15] and Deutsche

Börse Cloud Exchange [Deu15] enable (potential) consumers to

make advanced searches that specify cloud service features at dif-

ferent levels, to identify the best matching cloud server, storage or

hosting solutions. Moreover, it is forecast that this cloud market-

place model will continue spreading and gaining popularity in the

near future [Dia14].

Irrespective of the marketplace, the working mechanism is the

same for all existing such platforms, and is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Marketplace working mechanism, adapted after [Tod12].

On the one hand, service providers input their cloud offerings into

the marketplace, such that they become visible to and reachable

for large populations. On the other hand, (potential) cloud ser-

vice consumers access marketplaces and perform advanced search

queries to find services that best match their needs. For this,

they usually select their desired features from drop-down menus,

using radio buttons or select intervals on predefined scales. At

the moment, according to our knowledge, none of the existing

marketplaces allows natural language text as input. As a next

step, consumers’ needs are saved by the marketplace in a struc-

tured manner, usually in the form of database entries (.db files).

Based on the queries, a search among the existing aggregated cloud

services is performed, to identify matching services. Then, a list of

matching or partially matching cloud solutions is displayed in the

consumers’ browser, usually including a direct link to the original

website of the cloud provider for each offering. From this point on,
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based on the suggestions made by the marketplace, the consumer

chooses the provider and starts the actual purchase directly with

the service company.

This way, consumers’ search queries are stored by the marketplace,

but such data have only been used for marketing purposes so far,

e.g., to recommend similar services [RV97]. The potential to model

and analyze these data to infer new cloud service requirements

has never been exploited so far. Therefore, our idea is to use

consumers’ advanced search queries to deduce new requirements.

These requirements which are exclusively based on real search data

can then be used by cloud provider companies to enhance and

tailor their offering to better satisfy their customers (this activity

is illustrated by the dark red arrow in Figure 1.3).

Our StakeCloud approach takes advanced search queries collected

on marketplaces as input, models them and supplies complex

means for their analysis to cloud providers. The final goal is to

find requirements and combinations of features that eventually

lead to developing new cloud services and novel classes of cloud

solutions well targeted at consumers’ needs.

Upon modeling the advanced search queries as fuzzy vectors, i.e.

vectors whose elements are numerals in the range [0,1], and comput-

ing individual query frequencies, fuzzy Galois lattices are generated

based on the input data. Galois lattices are mathematically equiv-

alent to directed acyclic graphs with exactly one source node (the

lattice supremum) and one sink node (the lattice infimum). There-

fore, they can be represented graphically as directed acyclic graphs.
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In our applied case of fuzzy Galois lattices, the nodes in the first

level of the hierarchy correspond to the initial queries or clusters

thereof. The lattice supremum represents a service that would

satisfy all initial queries; however, implementing such a service in

practice is virtually impossible or unfeasible, both technically and

economically, in most cases. Therefore, the StakeCloud approach

analyzes the lattice elements in the other hierarchy levels (lattice

infima elements), which are compromise services that will satisfy

the initial queries to limited extents. Please note that the visual

representations of the lattices used as examples throughout this

thesis may miss some of the edges due to a limitation of the graph

representation library used for the implementation (vis.js). This

cannot display edges that cross hierarchical levels in the lattice

and limits itself to only showing the connections between adjacent

levels of the hierarchy. However, this is only a visualization lim-

itation and it does not impact the way the suprema and infima

elements are computed and analyzed, thus having no influence on

the outcome of the approach.

The StakeCloud method includes both modeling and analysis mech-

anisms that enable cloud providers to choose from the candidate

compromise services, such that they can satisfy large populations

of consumers with a minimum set of requirements implemented.

Furthermore, our approach allows them to focus on particular fea-

tures that are significant for their businesses or on key consumers.

In addition, cloud provider representatives can model existing

service packages and analyze how they can adjust their offering

to better tailor it to the market needs and satisfy larger popula-

tions. In the following, we show how StakeCloud works in practice
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and focus on its practical use. For more details on the meaning

and construction of the fuzzy Galois lattices within our approach,

further technical and theoretical specific aspects, please refer to

[TG14] and [TKG15a], or Chapters 3 and 5, respectively.

1.4.2 Scenario

This section presents a sample scenario walkthrough for the tool-

supported StakeCloud approach. This runs from the moment a

dataset containing advanced search queries for cloud services is

loaded until a preliminary decision is made for satisfying several

queries selected by the user of the tool. In this context, the user of

our approach is a representative of a cloud provider company, who

is responsible for the features included in cloud offerings, e.g., a

product manager. For this example, we chose a dataset composed

of eight initial queries for simplicity reasons. However, our tool

has been tested on datasets of thousands of queries, producing

good results (e.g., it generates clusters for 1000 queries in less

than 1.3 seconds). The scenario presented here is also shown in

our one minute technical summary video that can be found at:

http://goo.gl/qv5I5s.

We assume a cloud data storage company is interested in releasing

a new service package for private users, that focuses on the features

“higher storage space” and “improved uptime”, labeled as features

f9 and f10, respectively, in our dataset. Jo, the product manager

responsible for this new service release, uses the tool-supported

StakeCloud approach to understand what (potential) consumers’
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Figure 1.4: Scenario step 1: Dataset loaded and lattice generated.

requirements are and investigate what services would satisfy them.

For this, he takes the following steps.

Step 1. Jo loads a dataset of queries collected via a marketplace.

Each query is represented by a set of values that define ten dif-

ferent predefined features: type of consumer the service is aimed

at, i.e. private (f1) or business consumer (f2), storage (f3), mo-

bile support (f4), file recovery (f5), reliability (f6), AES (f7) and

SSL encryption (f8), maximum size/file (f9) and uptime (f10).

The lattice is automatically generated and displayed in the main

panel of the StakeCloud Tool window (Figure 1.4). For more

details on the tool characteristics and implementation, please refer

to [TKG15b].

Step 2. He feels the lattice contains too many candidate services,

so he decides to apply clustering. He sets the similarity degree
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Figure 1.5: Scenario step 2: Clustering applied (similarity degree:
98%).

from the default value of 100% to 98% and clicks the “Recalculate”

button. A similarity degree of 100% means that all the initial

queries included in a cluster are 100% similar, i.e. identical. There-

fore, when a dataset includes only unique advanced search queries,

the clusters computed for a similarity degree of 100% coincide with

the initial queries. A similarity degree of 0% means the queries

included in the clusters are not similar at all, thus leading to one

single cluster that includes all the queries in the dataset. In general,

we define the similarity degree as a measure of the degree to which

queries in a dataset cluster together: a value of n% means that all

the initial queries included in a cluster are n% similar.

In the case of this scenario, the similarity degree of 98% means

the queries in the clusters that are formed are 98% similar to each
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Table 1.1: Advanced search query [4] and cluster [5].

f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10
GB days % GB %

[4] 3 7 1024 7 90 93 3 3 80 97
[5] 3 7 470 7 30 97.3 7 7 60 100

other, as computed by our algorithm (for details on the clustering

algorithm, please refer to Section 5.2.3). Similar nodes are auto-

matically bundled and the resulting lattice is displayed, including

clusters [2] and [5]. These are drawn as rounded rectangles (Fig-

ure 1.5). By hovering over them, Jo can see various details, such

as the initial queries included.

Step 3. Now, Jo would like to see how his company could satisfy

query [4] and the queries composing cluster [5] illustrated in

Table 1.1, since these represent key stakeholders. The fuzzy vector

representing query [4] describes a service intended for private

users, that allows up to 1TB (1024GB) storage space, does not

necessarily have mobile support, allows file recovery for files not

older than 90 days, the reliability is minimum 93 per cent, the

service ensures AES and SSL encryption, the maximum size/file is

80GB and the uptime is at least 97 per cent. The representative

vector for cluster [5] describes a storage service for private users,

that allows up to 470GB storage, does not necessarily have mobile

support, AES and SSL encryption, files should be recoverable when

not older than 30 days, reliability has to be at least 97.3 per cent,

the maximum size/file allowed has to be minimum 60GB and the

uptime 100 per cent.
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Figure 1.6: Scenario step 3: Nodes selected, and infima and suprema
highlighted.

To perform the analysis, Jo selects the two lattice elements [4]

and [5] and clicks the “Show infima & suprema of selected nodes”

button. The supremum [] is immediately highlighted in green

and infima elements in red (Figure 1.6). Moreover, the values of

the corresponding fuzzy vectors for the highlighted elements are

displayed in the middle right panel.

Step 4. The infima elements are candidate services for future

implementation since they satisfy the selected queries to some

extent. But which of them match the goals for the next release

best? Firstly, Jo would like to know how many features they satisfy

fully. Therefore, he chooses the “Suprema & Infima Analysis of

Chosen Queries” from the dropdown menu, selects [4] and [5] and

clicks “Show analysis”. The graph displayed (Figure 1.7) shows
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Figure 1.7: Scenario step 4: Suprema and infima analysis.

that, e.g., [2,4,5] and [1,2,4,5] fully satisfy an equal number of

features, but Jo cannot tell from this graph to what extent features

f9 and f10 are satisfied. These features were defined as critical for

his business, as specified at the beginning of the scenario.

Step 5. To find out whether [2,4,5] or [1,2,4,5] better matches his

company’s target for the new service with regard to f9 and f10, Jo

firstly selects the two candidate elements and then chooses “Feature

Satisfaction Analysis of a Chosen Query” from the dropdown menu

to study how f9 and f10 are satisfied by the two infima candidates

relative to [4] and [5]. The graph for [5] in Figure 1.8 shows that,

whereas f10 is satisfied equally well by both infima considered, f9

is satisfied 30% better by [2,4,5]. The same observation applies

for [4]. Therefore, [2,4,5] represents a preliminary requirement

that would satisfy well both [4] and [5], thus meeting the company
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Figure 1.8: Scenario step 5: Feature satisfaction of [5] by the two
infima.

constraints and goal for the next service release. Moreover, it also

partially satisfies query [2]. Therefore, Jo managed to find a new

class of services, [2,4,5], that would satisfy his initial selection of

queries: [4] and cluster [5]. This new class of services represents a

compromise service in that it only partially satisfies some of the

features requested in the initial queries, while still satisfying some

features to a full extent.

For instance, the maximum size/file allowed by [2,4,5] is 50GB,

which is slightly lower than the initially requested 80GB (by [4])

and 60GB (by cluster [5]). Another example is the file recovery

compromise: files can be recovered when not older than 30 days,

exactly as requested by cluster [5], but this is a compromise

when satisfying consumer [4] who requested a minimum of 90
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days. Nevertheless, this new service candidate described by the

new combination of requirements identified with the StakeCloud

approach will satisfy a larger population, which is the trade-off

for only partially taking into consideration some consumers’ needs.

When working with larger datasets, the provider will naturally

aim at satisfying more queries, thus intensifying the analysis, but

the incremental reasoning will be similar to the one presented in

this sample scenario.

1.5 Roadmap and Chapter Summary

This dissertation is cumulative and its core consists of four stan-

dalone scientific peer-reviewed and published articles which are

presented in Chapters 2–5, followed by the Conclusions. In this

section, we outline these works and, for each of them, we (1) de-

scribe the motivation, (2) summarize their contribution, and (3)

explain what research questions defined in Section 1.3 they answer.

Figure 1.9 illustrates the roadmap of the thesis, including the

relations between the four methodology steps, research questions

and chapters.

Chapter 2: How Cloud Providers Elicit Consumer

Requirements

Motivation. The existing state of the art presented in academic

publications proved to be rather limited in describing concrete
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Figure 1.9: Thesis roadmap showing the relation between the chap-
ters, publications, research methodology steps and re-
search questions.
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ways in which the requirements elicitation activity differs in cloud

settings compared to traditional settings. It only outlined a few

challenges encountered by cloud service providers and suggested

some research directions instead of supplying methods that objec-

tively support cloud providers in understanding their consumers’

needs. Moreover, it was not clear what kind of approaches cloud

providers use to elicit requirements.

Contribution. Chapter 2 is the foundation of the thesis since it

represents the problem investigation step in our methodology. We

conducted an exploratory interview study with 19 cloud providers

to gain an in-depth understanding of how they perform require-

ments elicitation. The main contribution of this work lies in

revealing what elicitation methods are used by cloud providers and

clarifying the challenges related to requirements elicitation posed

by the cloud paradigm. Further, we identified key features that

cloud-specific elicitation methods should have.

Research Questions. This chapter answers the first two research

questions.

Chapter 3: Scrutinizing Advanced Search Queries

for Cloud Services with Fuzzy Galois Lattices

Motivation. Cloud challenges such as heterogeneous and globally

distributed users, volatile requirements and frequent change re-

quests cannot always be satisfied by existing methods. Therefore,

a new dedicated cloud elicitation method is needed.
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Contribution. Since consumers usually search online before they

purchase a cloud solution, we propose analyzing their advanced

search queries to infer new requirements. This chapter represents

the solution design and evaluation step in the methodology. Our

StakeCloud approach builds fuzzy Galois lattices for the terms

that compose advanced search queries, thus enabling a thorough

analysis of stored search data. This can support cloud providers in

observing requirements clusters and new classes of cloud services,

identifying the threshold for achieving satisfied consumers with a

minimal set of requirements implemented, and further design novel

solutions based on market trends. Moreover, the Galois lattices

approach enables large-scale consumers’ involvement and ensures

the elicitation of real requirements unobtrusively.

Research Questions. Chapter 3 addresses the third research

question by explaining how consumers’ advanced search queries

can be modeled and analyzed to infer new requirements.

Chapter 4: StakeCloud Tool: From Cloud Con-

sumers’ Search Queries to New Service Require-

ments

Motivation. Chapter 3 introduced the solution based on fuzzy

Galois lattices on a conceptual level and provided a running ex-

ample. Nevertheless, to evaluate the success of an approach in

practice and follow the pragmatic paradigm of concretely solving a

real world problem, the solution has to be tool-supported.
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Contribution. This chapter represents the solution implemen-

tation stage in the methodology and describes the StakeCloud

Tool which implements our approach. The StakeCloud Tool auto-

matically builds fuzzy Galois lattices from given advanced search

queries and provides requirements analysts with extensive clus-

tering and analysis capabilities, as well as means for comparing

different newly generated classes of services. The main contribu-

tion lies in a working prototype that has all the features described

in Chapter 3 and beyond.

Research Questions. Since this methodology stage has a strong

engineering focus and is not a research task, there are no research

questions associated.

Chapter 5: Evaluating the Fuzzy Galois Lattices

Approach to Requirements Elicitation for Cloud

Services

Motivation. No solution is valuable unless it proves it can solve

the problem it was designed for. Thus, an evaluation was needed

to demonstrate how the fuzzy Galois lattices approach for cloud

requirements elicitation we designed and implemented supports

providers in gathering and understanding consumers’ needs.

Contribution. Chapter 5 represents the implementation evalu-

ation stage in the methodology. It extends Chapter 3 with the

following. Firstly, the preliminary algorithm is enhanced by im-

proving its performance and this functionality is added to the
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StakeCloud Tool. Secondly, a similarity classifier is added, which

allows flexible clustering of similar queries, thus improving the

overall scalability. Thirdly, a series of experimental evaluations are

conducted to verify our new requirements elicitation approach and

explain how it meets the requirements outlined in Chapter 2. This

chapter concludes that StakeCloud is a dedicated cloud elicitation

method which operates with data that already exists, without the

active participation of consumers and RE specialists.

Research Questions. Chapter 5 answers the evaluation research

question RQ4.

1.6 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are twofold.

Firstly, we analyzed the state of practice with regard to requirements

communication in cloud settings. We revealed what methods cloud

service providers currently use to understand their consumers’

needs, identified the main elicitation challenges they encounter

and determined what key features a dedicated cloud requirements

communication approach should have.

Secondly, based on the lessons learned from the exploratory study

with cloud provider companies, we developed StakeCloud: a new

dedicated cloud requirements communication approach. The main

components of StakeCloud are the following.
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(i) A conceptual solution for analyzing cloud consumers’ advanced

search queries to infer new service requirements. This solution has

its roots in Galois theory, but goes beyond this by extending the

application to the fuzzy domain, enhancing it with clustering and

analysis capabilities, and applying it in a field where it had not

been employed before.

(ii) A practical implementation of the conceptual solution repre-

sented by the prototype StakeCloud Tool.

(iii) An evaluation of the implemented solution which demon-

strates how the StakeCloud approach satisfies the requirements

identified during the exploratory study and how it enables cloud

service providers to elicit and analyze (potential) consumers’ needs.
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Chapter 2

How Cloud Providers Elicit

Consumer Requirements

Original publication:

How Cloud Providers Elicit Consumer Requirements: An Exploratory

Study of Nineteen Companies

Irina Todoran, Norbert Seyff and Martin Glinz

21st IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE’13)

Abstract

Requirements elicitation is widely seen as a crucial step towards

delivering successful software. In the context of emerging cloud

systems, the question is whether and how the elicitation process

differs from that used for traditional systems, and if the current

methods suffice. We interviewed 19 cloud providers to gain an

in-depth understanding of the state of practice with regard to the
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adoption and implementation of existing elicitation methods. The

results of this exploratory study show that, whereas a few cloud

providers try to implement and adapt traditional methods, the large

majority uses ad-hoc approaches for identifying consumer needs.

There are various causes for this situation, ranging from consumer

reachability issues and previous failed attempts, to a complete

lack of development strategy. The study suggests that only a small

number of the current techniques can be applied successfully in cloud

systems, hence showing a need to research new ways of supporting

cloud providers. The main contribution of this work lies in revealing

what elicitation methods are used by cloud providers and clarifying

the challenges related to requirements elicitation posed by the cloud

paradigm. Further, we identify some key features for cloud-specific

elicitation methods.
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2.1 Introduction

Requirements elicitation is a core activity in any requirements

engineering (RE) process [SS97]. Using elicitation techniques that

do not fit the characteristics of the project at hand increases

RE costs and makes the project failure-prone [Tuu03]. Hence,

numerous elicitation techniques, as well as methods for selecting

the right techniques for a given project, have been developed and

applied in practice [ZC05].

In the context of emerging cloud systems, providers of cloud ser-

vices need to elicit the requirements of potential and actual service

consumers in order to develop commercially successful services.

However, the existing body of knowledge that cloud practitioners

can rely on mostly consists of the well-known requirements elici-

tation techniques that have been developed for use in traditional

system development settings [SS97]. Also, findings from the fields

of market-driven and distributed RE [KDNoD+03, DZ03] are not

directly applicable, due to the differences between the mass-market

and the cloud computing domains. Moreover, no empirical ev-

idence on the elicitation methods utilized by cloud providers is

available.

Therefore, we designed an exploratory study to better understand

the state of practice in industry and the degree to which existing

research results support cloud providers’ needs with regard to

requirements elicitation. Moreover, where applicable, this study

investigates how traditional and market-driven methods are used,
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to what extent, where they are adapted to better suit individual

needs, and where new, ad-hoc approaches are chosen. Since most

of the participating companies were not cloud providers from the

outset and only later adopted the cloud model, we also analyze

the impact of their evolution on the elicitation process. The study

consists of in-depth semi-structured interviews with 24 respondents

from 19 companies located in 10 different countries.

The paper is organized as follows. We clarify the terminology and

particular cloud computing features in Section 2.2. Section 2.3

introduces the research methodology, including research questions,

study design, and threats to validity. The key findings are presented

in Section 2.4 and then summarized and discussed in Section 2.5.

Section 2.6 presents related work, and the last section concludes

the paper with a summary and outlook.

2.2 Cloud Computing Particular Features

2.2.1 Stakeholders in the Cloud

In a traditional setting, clients typically run the systems at their

own premises, either owning and maintaining the software them-

selves or owning licenses to run the software or parts thereof.

Suppliers, on the other hand, sell or license, install the systems

and potentially provide maintenance and consulting.
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In the cloud context, consumers do not own solutions any more,

but subscribe to services which they can use on demand subse-

quently. Cloud services are offered by cloud providers. A cloud

(service) provider is an organization, rarely a person, responsible

for making a service available to interested parties. According to

the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a

cloud provider “acquires and manages the computing infrastruc-

ture required for providing the services, runs the cloud software

that provides the services, and makes arrangement to deliver the

cloud services to the cloud consumers through network access”

[LTM+, p. 7]. Therefore, the provider is the actual owner of the

solution [LBRK10].

A cloud (service) consumer is the stakeholder that uses the cloud

services, and is represented by “a person or organization that

maintains a business relationship with, and uses the service from

a cloud provider” [LTM+, p. 5]. Consequently, both Business-

to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C) models are

supported.

A cloud system is a system where computing resources are provided

on demand, as services, through network access, and the main

stakeholders are the cloud consumers and providers, with the

characteristics described above. The service can most often be

Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) or

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [LBRK10]. Consumers utilize

services delivered by a provider based on a trust agreement (most

frequently in the form of a Service Level Agreement).
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2.2.2 Cloud versus Conventional, Mass Market

Systems

The cloud computing setting is characterized by a large number of

heterogeneous, globally distributed consumers, which can go be-

yond what traditional requirements elicitation methods are able to

support [LRA02, Saw00]. Moreover, change requests are frequent,

resulting in unstable and volatile requirements [Her07]. Some of

these characteristics are similar to those of international mass mar-

ket settings, with diverse and often remotely located consumers.

However, from a requirements elicitation perspective, the findings

from the market-driven RE field are not generally applicable in a

cloud context.

In the market-driven domain, many products have some local

market, such that some of the stakeholders are within reach and

available for direct interaction. In these cases, traditional require-

ments elicitation methods can be applied at least to some extent.

Also, product managers use their own professional experience to

invent requirements [Pot95] when relevant stakeholders cannot

be reached. As an alternative, some companies perform market

studies to understand the trends in consumer requirements, which

often leads to imitating what competitors do. Other organizations

conduct in-depth studies and test their prototypes with selected

stakeholders, and then generalize the results to the mass mar-

ket.

Cloud systems differ from mass market systems in that cloud

services usually do not have a local, individually reachable and
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easily exploitable consumer base to involve in the elicitation process.

Furthermore, inventing requirements or imitating competitors are

often seen as unreliable approaches due to the young age of the

cloud model. Thus, despite being relevant for the cloud, the

existing methods from the mass market domain do not suffice for

cloud providers’ needs. This motivates us to focus on the challenges

they face in requirements acquisition, given the importance of the

elicitation process.

2.3 Research Methodology

To understand the current state of practice of requirements elicita-

tion for cloud systems, we conducted an exploratory study with

19 cloud provider companies. We chose a qualitative research

approach [Rob02] since such an approach focuses on information

depth and allows for investigating diverse and complex data [Bla10].

We used semi-structured interviews based on a pre-defined inter-

view instrument1. All questions were elaborated to support three

research questions (RQs; see the section below), and served as a

starting point and structure for discussion. Since the interviews

were semi-structured, the interviewer also had the flexibility to

adapt according to individual circumstances, focus more on spe-

cific areas or discard questions which did not apply. The interview

instrument included five parts. The first questions focused on the

characterization of the company and interviewee. The next two

parts included questions on cloud providers’ methods for reaching

1http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/rerg/people/todoran/Interview Instrument.pdf
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consumers and identifying their requirements. Then, the state of

practice of the company was discussed in comparison to competi-

tors, and the interview was closed by analyzing elicitation-related

challenges and possible mitigation plans.

2.3.1 Research Questions

RQ 1: What methods do cloud providers use to elicit consumer

requirements?

Firstly, we are interested in finding out what requirements elicita-

tion methods cloud providers currently use, if these are well-known

RE methods, adapted traditional methods or simply ad-hoc ap-

proaches. Additionally, we analyzed the criteria used for method

selection.

RQ 2: How do cloud providers’ needs for elicitation methods differ

from traditional software/hardware providers’?

Secondly, we investigate how cloud providers are different from

traditional software or hardware providers as far as elicitation

methods are concerned, what causes the potential differences, and

if these have any impact on the elicitation method selection. For

this, we focused on the companies which shifted from the traditional

model to cloud computing.

RQ 3: To what extent can the existing elicitation methods satisfy

cloud providers’ needs?

Thirdly, we analyze if the existing methods suffice for cloud

providers, or they require dedicated approaches, specifically tai-

lored to their needs.
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2.3.2 Study Design

Initial Preparation

The interview instrument was first elaborated as a list of questions

linked to the RQs and the goals of the study. Then, it was vali-

dated with a group of RE researchers, and further improved. As

a next step, the interview was piloted with one researcher from

University of Zurich and one practitioner, who had not been previ-

ously involved in the elaboration of the study. During the pilot

interviews, possible misunderstandings of questions were identified,

new related areas interesting for investigation were found and thus

some new questions were added. Moreover, the time needed for

each part of the interview was measured. We adjusted the inter-

view instrument based on the lessons learned while performing the

pilot interviews.

Selection of Participants and Demographics

The sampling strategy we used for selecting the participating

companies was convenience sampling [Pat90] within our direct

contacts network. We first contacted employees of cloud provider

companies we personally knew. Then, during a short discussion

via e-mail or Skype, we evaluated if their profile and position

within the company fit with the needs of our study. If they fit,
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they participated themselves; if they were not a good fit, they

recommended other employees.

As the participants needed for the study had to have a good

overview of the requirements elicitation process and related com-

pany needs, only software architects, division and project managers,

consultants and software engineers who had direct contact with

requirements identification activities were recruited.

In total, the study is based on 26 data points from 19 different

companies, located in 10 countries. From 7 companies, we had

two respondents, and from each of the other organizations we

interviewed one representative.

When we discussed with two employees of the same company, the

interviews were individual and usually targeted complementary top-

ics. This strategy was chosen to ensure we have the best-matching

professionals responding to each part of our interview.

All participating companies have been cloud providers for at least

one year and a half, and active in various domains, as outlined

by Table 2.1 (built according to the guidelines in [IG11]). Only

three of the nineteen organizations were founded as dedicated

cloud providers, i.e. they adopted the model of delivering services

on demand through network access from the outset. The others

started as traditional software or hardware providers and only later

extended their offer to the cloud. In Table 2.1, we use the term

hybrid to identify such providers that evolved from traditional soft-

ware or hardware suppliers to cloud providers, and currently have
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Table 2.1: Companies Overview.

Com-
pany

Type Domain of Activity Deployment
Model

C1 hybrid ERP systems public (SaaS), pri-
vate

C2 hybrid Document Manage-
ment systems

private

C3 hybrid ERP, BI, SW architec-
tures, advisory

public (IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS), hybrid, pri-
vate, community

C4 hybrid Document Manage-
ment systems, ERP,
process planner,
intranet

public (SaaS)

C5 hybrid Dedicated servers, data
centers, web hosting

public (IaaS, SaaS),
private

C6 cloud Video hosting and shar-
ing, copyright video
provider

public (SaaS)

C7 hybrid Antivirus solutions public (SaaS)
C8 hybrid Dedicated servers private
C9 hybrid Infrastructure, hosting,

consulting services, var-
ious software

public (IaaS, SaaS),
private

C10 cloud Predictive analysis,
data management

public (SaaS)

C11 hybrid Ticketing services public (IaaS, SaaS),
private

C12 hybrid IT, business consulting,
outsourcing

public (IaaS, SaaS),
private

C13 hybrid Customized soft-
ware for bluetooth
equipment

private

C14 hybrid Multimedia and cre-
ativity software

public (SaaS)
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Table 2.1: Companies Overview - continued.

Com-
pany

Type Domain of Activity Deployment
Model

C15 cloud Managed cloud servers,
collocation, private
cloud setups

public (IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS), private

C16 hybrid Software for aerospace,
defense, transportation
and security markets

private

C17 hybrid Procurement software public (SaaS)
C18 hybrid Language translation

services
private, hybrid
(with public: SaaS)

C19 hybrid Energy consumption
measurement systems

private

all the characteristics of cloud providers, as defined in Section 2.2.

As far as the deployment model is concerned, they provide public,

private or both services. For the public model, the SaaS type

seems to be more frequent in our dataset than PaaS or IaaS. For

confidentiality reasons, we do not disclose further data about the

companies.

To ensure that interviewees’ profiles fit well with the purpose of

our study and thus provide relevant information, we asked each of

them to evaluate their own RE experience in years, and the results

are shown in Figure 2.1(a). Almost half of the participants (46.2%)

reported between 4 and 8 years of experience in the requirements

engineering field, 23.1% reported between 2 and 3 years, and 15.4%

stated they had minimum 9 to 13 years. Furthermore, 11.5% self-

reported 14 to 17 years and 3.8% more than 18 years of practical
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of interviewees by (a) years of RE experience
and (b) size of participating companies.

42.1% 31.6% 10.5% 10.5% 5.3% 

Central and Western Europe South-Eastern Europe Northern Europe USA China 

Figure 2.2: Geographical distribution of participating companies.

experience of RE. Since we did not involve anyone with less than

2 years of experience, and the mean was 6.9 years, we consider the

sample relevant for the goal of this empirical study.

We did not include any age, gender or nationality assessment in

our study, since we considered these would not have any impact

on the participants’ attitudes towards requirements elicitation

activities in cloud systems. However, we noted that the majority

was represented by males, and only 34.6% of the participants were

females.

As far as the geographical distribution of the participating com-

panies is concerned, we collected information from 10 different
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countries, located in 5 geographical regions, as depicted in Fig-

ure 2.2. It can be noticed that the majority of responses (84.2%)

came from Europe, and only 10.5% from the American continent

(United States of America) and 5.3% from Asia (China). Within

Europe, most of the respondents were employed by companies in

Central or Western Europe.

With respect to size, our study covered all types of companies,

from very small (under 50 employees) to very large (more than

10’000 employees). Figure 2.1(b) presents this distribution which,

to our surprise, is a symmetrical graph. About a quarter (26.3%) of

the organizations which took part in the interviews have between

101 and 1’000 employees, 21.1% have less than 50 and more than

10’000 employees, respectively, and 15.8% have between 51 and

100, and from 1’001 to 10’000 employees, respectively.

When asked whether the cloud services provided are developed

internally, within the company, all respondents answered positively.

Moreover, half of the companies also aggregate their services with

other software from third parties, and 25% also resell or integrate

complete cloud services from other providers, potentially including

some customization.

Data Collection and Analysis

The interviews were conducted between November 2012 and Jan-

uary 2013, and their duration varied between 45 and 90 minutes,
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with an average of 70 minutes. We conducted the interviews over

Skype or Google Talk and, when possible, the video feature was

enabled. In two situations, when neither Skype nor Google Talk

were available for participants, the landline was used.

The data analysis consisted in first aggregating and structuring all

the information collected, so potential patterns can be observed

and statistical calculations can be performed. Then, the interesting

aspects were selected and analyzed more thoroughly. Section 2.4

presents our key findings.

2.3.3 Threats to Validity

From the early stages of the study design, we considered the

possible threats to validity for our results. As with any empirical

study, it is difficult to completely resolve all the issues which

can appear. In this section, we discuss the potential threats to

validity identified, according to the categorization by Wohlin et al.

[WRH+12].

Conclusion validity issues are caused by the inability to draw ac-

curate conclusions based on the study. We attempted to alleviate

the risk associated with measures reliability by conducting two

pilot interviews prior to the study, to identify any possible misun-

derstandings of the questions. During all interviews, we always

encouraged the interviewees to ask for clarification in case some-

thing was unclear. Moreover, we used redundant questions, to

ensure the answers were consistent. However, we cannot claim
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that no misunderstandings occurred at all. All interviews were

conducted by the first author, thus avoiding discrepancies caused

by differences between interviewers. We mitigated the problems

of phone interviews by scheduling all meetings in advance and

holding them as private meetings such that no third parties were

disturbed or involved in the discussions. We also made sure that

the interviews were not disturbed by poor connection quality. In

the cases where two representatives from the same company were

interviewed, interviewees were asked not to talk about the content

of the interview before both interviews had been conducted.

Internal validity refers to the possible causal relationship between

treatment and outcome. Our selection of participants was con-

strained to the cloud provider employees recruited by our contacts

and, where applicable, our contacts themselves. Participation was

completely voluntary and this can skew our results towards practi-

tioners who were highly motivated and interested in the research

topic. However, avoiding the self-selection principle is virtually

impossible in this type of study. As far as maturation is con-

cerned, we always documented ourselves about the organizations

interviewed and the cloud services provided prior to interviews.

The aim of this was to avoid tiredness and boredom during dis-

cussions. Additionally, interviews were restricted to maximum 90

minutes.

Construct validity is related to generalizing the results beyond the

study. In this sense, we tried to eliminate mono-operation bias by

aggregating data from various sources (public company informa-

tion, employees). To avoid evaluation apprehension, participants
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were assured that all the information they provide is anonymized

and only used for research purposes, and we asked them to report

if they feel uncomfortable about the discussion at any stage. Re-

garding the level of constructs, all participants were required to

self-assess their RE experience. However, this threat cannot be

completely dismissed. Hypothesis guessing is another construct

validity threat which could have occurred, although the study de-

scription explained that our aim is to gain a deeper understanding

of the phenomena, in an exploratory way, and did not suggest

any expected results. As already mentioned, we also conducted

two pilot studies and had the interview instrument checked by RE

specialists to ensure the questions do not lead to any bias.

External validity threats limit the ability to generalize results to

industrial practice. Since this is a qualitative study, it is rather

difficult to generalize beyond the given settings and replicate the

same contexts. However, we consider that the lessons learned from

such a study are important and useful for industrial practice, and

can be applied in other organizations as well. Therefore, we con-

sider we can generalize our results, taking into account the sample

size (19 companies) and the representativity of the participating

providers: they cover all types of cloud services and all deployment

models, from various domains of activity and different geographical

locations. Around 80% of individual interview participants were

recommended by our contact persons within cloud providers, which

reduces the threat of interaction of selection and treatment (the

rest of 20% were our direct contacts).
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2.4 Key Findings

We assigned one investigation aspect to each of the research ques-

tions. For the three aspects, we present the key findings and

elaborate on the corresponding evidence data. Due to space con-

straints, we focus only on the study results related to the three

RQs.

2.4.1 Requirements Elicitation Techniques in

Use - RQ 1

The core of the discussions we conducted with practitioners focused

on the requirements elicitation techniques they use for identifying

cloud consumers’ needs. This section presents the aggregated key

findings related to this investigation aspect. Our discussions in-

cluded two categories of requirements elicitation methods: require-

ments elicited from existing service consumers, and requirements

coming from potential consumers, i.e. who have not signed a

Service Level Agreement (SLA) document with the provider up to

the moment of the elicitation process.

Finding A.1. Traditional approaches (interviews, questionnaires,

analysis of existing documentation, surveys) and prototyping are

the most popular and highly applied existing requirements elicita-

tion methods among cloud providers.
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Evidence for Finding A.1. To steer the conversation and have

a concrete and common starting point, we used an interview ap-

pendix2 which listed the main elicitation techniques, according to

Nuseibeh and Easterbrook [NE00]. For clarification, we reproduced

the techniques in Table 2.2, keeping the same main categories used

originally by the authors: traditional, model-driven, group tech-

niques, cognitive, prototyping and contextual [NE00]. The main

reason for using these approaches is that they represent a rather

comprehensive list of well-known techniques, widely used as refer-

ence by the research community. We chose to treat brainstorming

from two different perspectives: on the one hand, as a method used

externally, to elicit requirements from consumers; on the other

hand, as a method used in company internal meetings, involving

only employees. This decision was made after noticing that our

interviewees strongly differentiated between the two.

We designed two questions which share these same items, but have

different scopes: “q1: select the techniques you are familiar with

and you previously used” versus “q2: select the techniques your

company uses in the elicitation process for cloud services”.

This parallelism has two main advantages: consistency check and

the possibility to calculate the importance rating, as outlined by

Bettenburg et al. [BJS+08]. Regarding consistency, we considered

that all techniques chosen as implemented should also be known to

the respondent, since all interviewees self-reported to be involved

in the requirements-elicitation or related processes. If reported

otherwise, we asked again to make sure the question was understood

2http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/rerg/people/todoran/Appendix Interview.pdf
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Table 2.2: Elicitation Techniques, after [NE00].

Traditional Model-driven
A Questionnaires J Scenarios, e.g. CREWS
B Surveys K KAOS
C Interviews L i*
D Analysis of existing doc.

Group Elicitation Cognitive
E Brainstorming - externally M Protocol analysis
F Brainstorming - internally N Laddering
G Focus groups O Card sorting
H RAD/JAD workshops P Repertory grids
I Prototyping Q Contextual (ethnography)

correctly. Regarding importance of elicitation methods in cloud

systems rating, we can infer the individual importance given to

each technique by using the following formula:

Importance(i) =
N1,2(i)

N1(i)

Here, for technique i, N1(i) is the number of responses in which

the technique was selected in q1. Similarly, N1,2(i) is the number

of responses in which technique i was selected in both q1 and q2.

The assessment of the importance rating is depicted by Figure 2.3.

When importance tends to 1, then the technique is both known

and widely implemented in practice. When it tends to 0, it is not

used by practitioners, even if some may be familiar with it.

It can be observed that importance is highest for interviews (C),

focus groups (G), analysis of existing documentation (D) and

prototyping (I).
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Figure 2.3: Importance rating of techniques, cf. Table 2.2.

Figure 2.4 depicts the general assessment of the 17 reference tech-

niques. The horizontal axis shows the number of participating

companies where at least one of the interviewees was familiar with

the methods, and the vertical axis shows the number of organi-

zations which successfully implement each method. This analysis

generates some clusters, with different properties.

The top left corner of the graph is naturally empty, since the

two questions were designed using the parallelism principle, thus

allowing for consistency check. The bottom left corner contains

techniques which are neither known, nor implemented in practice.

Methods such as KAOS and i*, which receive significant attention

in the RE research field, were only reported as known by one

company representative, and were not implemented by any of the 19

participating organizations. Although familiar to more interviewees

and implemented in up to four companies, card sorting, RAD/JAD

workshops, scenarios and protocol analysis are still techniques
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Figure 2.4: Familiar and implemented elicitation techniques.

with very low industry penetration and rather unpopular. It can

be noticed that all the cognitive and model-driven methods are

situated in this cluster.

The focus groups technique occupies a central position in the

graph, being known to respondents from 10 companies, and applied

successfully in 8 out of 19 organizations. The bottom right corner

is populated only by the brainstorming method (internal and

external) and ethnographic studies, showing that industry has

knowledge about them, but does not implement them on a regular

basis.

The top right corner cluster contains prototyping and all traditional

methods. This means that these techniques are widely known

to practitioners and commonly implemented as well. The top

three are: interviews, analysis of existing documentation and
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prototyping, which are also among the top rated as far as the

calculated importance is concerned. This can also be read on the

graph in Figure 2.4 importance is high for those techniques which

are closest to the diagonal.

We did not limit our discussions to the interview appendix, but

went beyond it to also discuss other methods which may not

have been included in our list based on [NE00]. Respondents

mentioned additional methods such as collecting user feedback,

attending field conferences and other events, but none of these had

an implementation frequency higher than 21%. Therefore, if we

represented them in Figure 2.4, they would belong in the bottom

left corner cluster, along with the other methods which are only

known and applied by a small number of companies.

Finding A.2. Most of the existing methods are very difficult to

nearly impossible to apply in the cloud context.

Evidence for Finding A.2. 63.2% of the interviewed orga-

nizations provide cloud services to consumers that are located

in regions or even countries different from any of the physical

company branches. This very distributed nature and sometimes

impossibility to reach consumers for face-to-face meetings were

reported by our respondents as significant challenges posed by the

cloud, which hinder the implementation of existing methods. In

spite of some differences between companies regarding preferred

elicitation methods and application scenarios, there was one point

the large majority (89.5%) agreed on: the difficulty of method

implementation.
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For instance, one interviewee from a European cloud provider

explained: “We’ve been recently contacted by a company rep-

resentative from New Zeeland who asked for one of our DMD

[Document Management Systems] solutions. In general, before we

customize and sell these solutions, we use extended workshops and

observation at the client’s premises to understand their require-

ments. I had to deny that request, we couldn’t have afforded such a

client from a different continent. It would have been impossible to

understand what he wants.” This is only one example of how two

of the existing methods fail in practice in the cloud context.

One interviewee from an American B2B provider shared a different

experience: “We use brainstorming a lot during the first phases

of the [elicitation] process, but that gets tricky when we serve a

company located too far. What we tried several times was to do it

somehow online, using GoogleDocs. It works to some extent, but

you can never tell what other things people do at the same time,

you sometimes notice they are distracted”. In this second example,

a workaround for the problem was found and implemented, but the

quality was reported as low, due to lack of control and impossibility

to ensure optimal conditions for applying the technique.

Finding A.3. Almost all cloud providers (94.7%) use ad-hoc

elicitation methods at some point during their process. Moreover,

the general criterion for method selection is also ad-hoc.

Evidence for Finding A.3. With no exception, all our respon-

dents consider the cloud field still young, and the large majority

agrees that there is a lack of dedicated mature elicitation methods

they could apply.
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For example, 21% of the participating companies reported to heav-

ily use their marketing human resources to perform market studies

on their competitors; then, they try to imitate them in service of-

fering. Two of these companies added that this “may not be a real

elicitation method, but it helps”. Similarly, 21% generalize what is

known from existing consumers and assume that will also hold for

potential future clients. Furthermore, 26.3% of the practitioners

consider that internal company knowledge is the most important

method for coming up with new requirements. In this case, the

main source is the personal and professional experience of the em-

ployees. We asked these respondents about the reasoning behind

this ad-hoc method, and the common argument was that “our

people are good enough to know”. Another interviewee expressed

her disappointment: “there’s not much else we can do”. About

10% of the companies reported to rely on simply guessing and

inventing requirements, but it was not clear if this is also based

on internal knowledge, market monitoring or anything else.

As far as acquiring requirements from potential consumers is con-

cerned, the providers which develop services for public institutions

explained they get numerous hints from the self-defined require-

ments published by these organizations. However, they added that

there are numerous situations when those requirements need to

be refined, since they do not always express what is needed in

reality. In these cases, further elicitation methods have to be used.

Moreover, other companies organize or attend conferences and

various fairs (15.8%) to bring potential consumers together and

get in touch with them more easily.
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Strongly related to the previous finding, the widely spread usage

of ad-hoc methods was reported to be linked to the impossibility

of applying existing techniques. 52.6% of the organizations even

called the traditional methods “useless” or “old-fashioned”. The

others refrained from using such strong words, but the general

attitude towards the existing approaches was that they need to be

either adapted or replaced by something new to meet the cloud

particularities. Nevertheless, two companies reported that they

are satisfied with what is available at the moment, since they do

not feel there is a special need for dedicated methods for cloud

providers.

According to Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, the criteria for choosing

elicitation techniques should depend on time, resources available

and type of information that needs to be elicited [NE00]. Our study

shows that things are slightly different in practice. 52.6% of the

companies interviewed agreed they use ad-hoc criteria for choosing

elicitation methods, and that they do not follow any standardized

processes. The argument given was, once again, the young age

of the cloud paradigm. About a quarter (26.3%) emphasized the

consumer reachability aspect in the cloud, which often determines

the methods to be used - some may not apply at all if consumers

are located remotely. Other criteria mentioned were the ease of

use (10.5%) and the target group (5.3%). Only 15.8% of the

participating companies choose the elicitation techniques based

on available financial resources and 21% based on the type of

information needed.
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2.4.2 Cloud versus Traditional Providers’ Meth-

ods - RQ 2

With the second investigation aspect, we aimed at understanding

if cloud providers perceive any particular needs with regard to

requirements elicitation, compared to their previous experience as

traditional providers. Therefore, this discussion is limited to those

companies which underwent this shift.

Finding B.1. The cloud calls for methods which fit for more

heterogeneous audiences, take less time, and can be applied re-

motely.

Evidence for Finding B.1. 16 of the 19 companies interviewed

developed from providing traditional solutions to supplying cloud

services during the recent years. We investigated if they tried to

apply the same elicitation strategies they used previously also in

the cloud, or they started new with something different. A large

majority (87.5%) agreed they tried to apply methods used before,

and reported that 65% of the attempts failed. There are several

causes for this situation.

In 62.5% of the cases, practitioners found it difficult to draw the

profile of their average consumers, or did it in very general, vague

terms, such as “individual consumers who need to host their data

in the cloud” or “small and medium businesses (SMEs) which

deal with large amounts of documents”. It was generally admitted

that the target audience for cloud services is much more hetero-

geneous than the audience for traditional software or hardware

products.
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Secondly, several respondents observed that services are developed

and launched at a much faster pace in the cloud, and this also calls

for suitable requirements elicitation methods: “we cannot afford

to spend half a year to collect data from potential consumers with

questionnaires when we must have the service on the market in

two months”. When asked if they found a way to address this

issue, the answer was that they use agile development to have

frequent releases. However, as far as requirements elicitation is

concerned, no real solution which supports a shorter time to market

is available. According to the interviewees, the cloud concept is

too young and most cloud providers are still too inexperienced:

“we all just try different things”.

Thirdly, due to the distributed nature of the cloud previously

discussed, cloud providers need elicitation methods which do not

necessarily require physical meetings. One of the study participants

explained: “we tried to somehow adapt well-known methods and,

for example, turned our old workshops into online conferences -

but this is not always easy, somebody’s connection fails, another is

not allowed to use a specific conference platform and so on”. 60%

of the practitioners who tried to adapt existing methods reported

that this kind of failed attempts usually discourage future trials, so

different methods are chosen in upcoming projects. For our study,

this applies for both methods used in early elicitation phases and

more in-depth techniques.

Finding B.2. Automation is needed to a larger extent for eliciting

cloud consumer requirements.
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Evidence for Finding B.2. Although we did not have any specif-

ically designed questions for the automation topic, this recurrently

occurred during our interviews with practitioners, especially when

discussing about the limitations of the current methods and related

challenges.

For instance, when asked if they found a workaround for the

stakeholder identification and reachability problem, respondents’

general answer was “no”, “not really”, or they suggested employing

more human resources who can travel to meet consumers, which

is expensive. However, two of the practitioners explained that

they had some attempts to solve this at much lower costs, using

automation. They measure usage points on the services provided,

i.e. they monitor which features are utilized by consumers fre-

quently and how, and which are only rarely employed. This is used

on both final products and α- or β-releases. The information is

automatically sent to the provider every week, and then processed

by a product manager. As reported by one interviewee, “this is

kind of indirect feedback for us, but it also brings new requirements

sometimes, or at least some hints”. He further explained that this

method does not require heavy financial investments, and also has

the advantage of being unobtrusive.

In line with this are also the comments from other practitioners:

“ideally, we’d need something which helps us get needs from people

everywhere, not only in [city name], but how do you get to them?”

Here, the geographical coverage was strongly emphasized. Accord-

ing to another respondent, “costs are very important for us, so

anything which requires minimum costs and automatically brings

requirements would be highly desirable”.
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2.4.3 Do the Existing Methods Suffice? -

RQ 3

To answer the third research question, we looked into the details

of the providers’ development history and asked them to evaluate

themselves and their competitors with regard to existing best prac-

tices adoption. The main findings show that the current methods

support providers’ needs only to a limited extent, often leading to

general dissatisfaction.

Finding C.1. Cloud providers’ satisfaction level with regard to im-

plementing existing elicitation approaches is low to medium.

Evidence for Finding C.1. We asked the study participants

if they are happy with the implementation level of requirements

elicitation best practices in their companies. For this, we told them

to use a 5-point Likert scale [Lik32], where 1=strongly disagree,

i.e. the company implemented nearly nothing, and 5=strongly

agree, i.e. the company uses existing practices successfully, on a

regular basis.

Moreover, we asked them to evaluate their companies in comparison

to their competitors, using a similar 5-point Likert scale. The

results are shown in the boxplots in Figure 2.5. Value 0 on the

vertical axis was reserved for answers which did not include a Likert

score (when participants could not provide an answer).
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Figure 2.5: Evaluation of cloud providers’ satisfaction.

The left boxplot represents the distribution for the internal cloud

providers evaluation on the adoption and implementation of elicita-

tion techniques. More than half of the interviewed cloud providers

(68.4%) evaluated themselves as levels 2 or 3. Our respondents

generally placed their employers under or around the average

range, and only 10.5% of the organizations considered they were

doing very well regarding methods adoption and implementation

in practice. As a result, the median is 3 points, and the repre-

sentation spans the quartiles Q1=2 and Q2=4, as depicted in the

graph.

As far as the comparison to competitors is concerned, most cloud

providers evaluated themselves to be better than competition at

successfully applying existing techniques. The right boxplot in

Figure 2.5 shows that, in this case, the calculated median is 4,

which highlights that participants had a rather positive attitude

towards their companies when comparing them to competitors.
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Most considered their employers leaders on the market regarding

elicitation methods used, thus generating a representation between

quartiles Q1=2 and Q2=5.

This analysis shows that cloud providers generally evaluate them-

selves as average or under average in elicitation methods usage, but

consider they are still better or much better than their competitors.

This means that cloud providers’ general satisfaction level with

regard to implementing existing elicitation approaches is low to

medium.

Finding C.2. In more than half of the cases, public cloud

providers’ dissatisfaction is caused by their evolution history.

Evidence for Finding C.2. We differentiate between several

categories of public cloud providers, based on the type of public

cloud they supply: IaaS, PaaS, SaaS or others. All our interviews

included one question about the evolution history of the company:

if they started as a cloud or as a traditional provider, and how

this shift happened. In this analysis, the companies which started

their business as cloud providers are excluded, since they did not

go through a delivery shift (traditional to cloud provider) in their

history. Therefore, among the remaining participating companies

in our study, 11 were SaaS providers, 5 provided infrastructure

(IaaS) and 1 platform (PaaS), as shown in Table 2.1.

In this respect, we noticed a pattern in 66.7% of the IaaS and PaaS

providers. Initially, they developed infrastructure and platform

services to satisfy their internal company needs, and only later on

exposed these on the market as cloud services. For example, one

of the practitioners clarified the phenomenon: “we were normal

[traditional] software providers and were paying for a virtual server
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from [company name]; at some point, we decided to have our own

[virtual server], then we developed in this direction even more and

slowly became a IaaS provider ourselves”.

Going into more details about this shift with our interviewees, we

found that no real development strategy was implemented: require-

ments for the infrastructure service were collected ad-hoc internally

and the service was provided for their own use. Later, when the

service was sold outside the company, no further requirements

elicitation activities were conducted, the service being sold as it

was. Consequently, the organization started to provide a cloud

service tailored to their own needs, but not necessarily to potential

consumers’ needs.

As far as SaaS providers are concerned, the situation is different.

All of the 11 companies were traditional software providers at the

time when they decided to become cloud providers. Therefore,

they adapted their software such that it can be sold on demand,

subscription-based, built the SLAs, and released the new cloud

service. However, this shift happened only at the technical, im-

plementation level, and virtually no attention was paid to the

potential differences the cloud model may pose, in 63.6% of the

cases. Therefore, no real requirements elicitation process took

place. As new features or completely new cloud services were re-

leased, the elicitation methods of the past, the traditional software

provider age, were used.

In summary, the dissatisfaction with the experienced elicitation

alternatives is justified by the lack of evolution strategy, from tradi-

tional to cloud providers. On the one hand, known practices were

used to acquire requirements only internally, within the company.
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On the other hand, providers tried to use the techniques they

were accustomed to also in the cloud, not paying attention to any

adjustments or changes which may be needed.

2.5 Summary and Discussion

This section explains how the findings presented in Section 2.4

are inter-related and, based on these, draws the main conclusions

for future research in requirements elicitation methods for cloud

providers. All the key findings are summarized in Table 2.3.

The main goal of our study was to gain a deeper understanding

on how cloud providers perform requirements elicitation, what

the most popular techniques are, how these are implemented,

what criteria and reasoning are used for choosing them, and the

associated level of satisfaction.

We found that a significant number of the elicitation methods

implemented by cloud providers are well-known approaches used

by traditional software suppliers. For example, our study shows

that traditional approaches and prototyping are the most frequently

used elicitation techniques among cloud providers (A.1). In spite

of being rated as popular, practitioners admitted that traditional

methods, as well as most of the other existing techniques, are very

difficult to virtually impossible to apply in the cloud context (A.2),

leading to general disappointment and dissatisfaction (C.1). Their

popularity is usually justified by the rigid internal processes and
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Table 2.3: Key Findings.

A Requirements elicitation methods in use - RQ 1

A.1 Traditional approaches (interviews, questionnaires, anal-
ysis of existing documentation, surveys) and prototyping
are the most popular and highly applied existing require-
ments elicitation methods among cloud providers.

A.2 Most of the existing methods are very difficult to nearly
impossible to apply in the cloud context.

A.3 Almost all cloud providers (94.7%) use ad-hoc elicitation
methods at some point during their process. Moreover,
the general criterion for method selection is also ad-hoc.

B Cloud versus traditional providers’ methods -
RQ 2

B.1 The cloud calls for methods which fit for more hetero-
geneous audiences, take less time, and can be applied
remotely.

B.2 Automation is needed to a larger extent for eliciting
cloud consumer requirements.

C Do the existing methods suffice? - RQ 3

C.1 Cloud providers’ satisfaction level with regard to imple-
menting existing elicitation approaches is low to medium.

C.2 In more than half of the cases, public cloud providers’
dissatisfaction is caused by their evolution history.
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regulations of the companies, and not by any suitability assessment

or success stories. For example, if a provider used interviews in

the past and it recently started to deliver cloud services along with

its off-the-shelf software, it tries to apply the same methods also

for the new scenario (C.2).

In most situations, these attempts fail due to new constraints

posed by the cloud context, e.g., heterogeneous consumers located

remotely. This often makes the synchronization impossible, thus

leading to serious problems, such as failed projects or lost business

opportunities. As explained in section 2.4 B, the elicitation meth-

ods for cloud providers should apply for diverse consumers, enable

a shorter time to market, be applied remotely and ideally asyn-

chronously (B.1), and make more use of automation (B.2).

Noticing these new needs should be met, cloud providers tried

to adapt the existing techniques or even create new, ad-hoc ap-

proaches which can support them in eliciting requirements from

the new type of consumers. Therefore, an impressive majority

(94.7%) of our respondents reported to use ad-hoc methods during

their elicitation processes (A.3), to compensate for the lack of ex-

isting suitable techniques. However, none of these ad-hoc methods

stand out as very popular, as a sign that standardization is still

far from being reality. This finding also confirms other researchers’

findings: since the cloud paradigm has only been around for about

five years [BYV+09], there are no standardized processes to govern

how requirements engineering activities should be conducted by

cloud providers. In particular, there are no dedicated elicitation

methods tailored to the new cloud providers’ needs [ZB11].
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Based on the current state of practice described by our findings,

we see a need to research new ways in which cloud providers can be

supported in eliciting consumer requirements, taking into account

the constraints and issues identified.

On the one hand, the development of elicitation methods should

go towards adapting existing techniques, such as the traditional

and market-driven, to suit the specific cloud properties (e.g. the

distributed nature, on-demand delivery model), where possible.

Ideally, cloud providers will restrict the use of currently available

methods to only those which are well-suited and applicable in

the cloud. This way, dissatisfaction will be avoided, as well as

irrelevant output caused by method inadequacy. On the other

hand, the current ad-hoc trials should evolve towards standardized

methods, which can be used on a large scale.

Moreover, there is a need to investigate how the cloud paradigm

enables cloud-specific requirements elicitation methods which go

beyond what is known and used today. For example, measuring

usage points on the service provided (B.2) can be considered an

early step in this direction, but there is a wide range of other areas

to explore.

2.6 Related Work

There is a large body of work on requirements elicitation; see

[ZC05] for a comprehensive overview. Several studies point out the
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strengths and limitations of requirements elicitation approaches

in different settings [LRA02, Tuu03, KDNoD+03]. Other research

addresses requirements elicitation in market-driven [KDNoD+03],

[Saw00], distributed [DZ03] and asynchronous settings [GS05].

Our work goes beyond the state-of-the-art knowledge by revealing

what kind of requirements elicitation techniques are used in the

cloud context. Furthermore, we identify ad-hoc requirements elici-

tation approaches which are introduced by cloud providers in order

to complement shortcomings of existing approaches. Moreover, our

study confirms results of previous research in the field of market-

driven RE [DKP+03, APC06, KDNoD+03]. For example, cloud

service providers also use invented requirements, as mentioned by

Potts [Pot95].

Our results are also in line with research on distributed RE. For

example, Tuunanen [Tuu03] points out that reaching and involv-

ing stakeholders is a key problem in distributed contexts. He

observes that involving so-called wide audience end-users, who are

not within organizational reach, is not addressed by traditional

requirements elicitation techniques. Other research explains that

the identification of heterogeneous users is critical and needed

[NE00], and that adequately identifying stakeholders in environ-

ments where the nature of stakeholders varies is challenging. Lim

et al. [LQF10] present first ideas regarding this problem by high-

lighting an asynchronous and distributed stakeholder identification

approach. In their work, they assume that key stakeholders are

known and that they can identify other relevant stakeholders based

on their domain knowledge. Our research demonstrates that this
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challenge is also true for requirements elicitation in the cloud,

and that sophisticated methods regarding the identification of

heterogeneous stakeholders and their needs are needed.

Another key problem is that most well-known requirements elici-

tation methods support the elicitation from a predefined, limited

number of stakeholders [Her07]. Particularly in the cloud context

the number of stakeholders might be beyond of what traditional

methods can support. Researchers highlight the need for user-

driven approaches, which encourage users to actively push their

needs to software developers, and therefore allow the involvement of

large numbers of stakeholders in requirements elicitation [SGM10b].

However, current approaches focus on identifying ideas for new ap-

plications rather than communicating more detailed requirements

[SGM10b].

2.7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper reports on the results of an industrial exploratory study

on requirements elicitation techniques used by cloud providers.

The study involves 19 companies from 10 countries, represented by

a total of 24 respondents. Our main contribution is to reveal which

elicitation approaches are used in cloud systems, their limitations,

and new challenges posed by the cloud paradigm with regard to re-

quirements elicitation. Moreover, we identify key features of future

dedicated methods that can address the issues observed.
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Since the study was directly conducted with practitioners, we

consider the results relevant for both industry and academia. For

industry, they are an assessment of the state of practice from which

cloud providers can understand the general adoption level of best

practices and learn from the experiences of other organizations.

For research, our work draws some possible directions for the

future and shows new areas which need to be further explored and

supported with new methods and tools.

In our future work, we will exploit these results to further investi-

gate what elicitation methods would best support cloud providers

in consumers’ requirements acquisition.
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Original publication:

Quest for Requirements: Scrutinizing Advanced Search Queries for

Cloud Services with Fuzzy Galois Lattices

Irina Todoran and Martin Glinz

10th IEEE World Congress on Services (SERVICES’14)

Abstract

In software and requirements engineering, requirements elicitation

is considered an essential step towards building successful systems.

Despite extensive existing research in the field of distributed re-

quirements engineering, the topic of requirements elicitation for
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cloud systems remains still uncovered. Cloud challenges (e.g.,

heterogeneous and globally distributed users, volatile requirements,

frequent change requests) cannot always be satisfied by existing

methods. We present a new approach for eliciting requirements for

cloud services by analyzing advanced search queries. Our approach

builds fuzzy Galois lattices for the terms that compose advanced

search queries, thus enabling a thorough analysis of stored search

data. This can support cloud providers in observing requirements

clusters and new classes of cloud services, identifying the threshold

for achieving satisfied consumers with a minimal set of require-

ments implemented, and thus designing novel solutions, based on

market trends. Moreover, the Galois lattices approach enables

large-scale consumers’ involvement and ensures the elicitation of

real requirements unobtrusively.
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3.1 Introduction

Requirements elicitation, that is seeking, capturing and consol-

idating requirements, is a core activity in any requirements en-

gineering (RE) process [SS97]. Therefore, numerous elicitation

techniques have been developed and are in use nowadays[ZC05].

Using elicitation techniques that do not fit the characteristics of

the project increases RE costs and makes the project failure-prone

[MR96, Tuu03]. Hence, approaches have been investigated for as-

signing techniques to contexts and selecting appropriate methods

for individual cases [MR96]. Researchers have also provided com-

parisons [ZC05] and best practices on how to use these methods

[SS97].

However, most existing techniques mainly address settings where

stakeholders can be identified and analysts can directly interact

with them. In today’s context of cloud systems[BYV+09], tradi-

tional requirements elicitation techniques are heavily challenged

[LNH07]. For instance, the communication with consumers be-

comes too expensive or even impossible because the key consumers

are no longer known in person, being both too numerous and

too heterogeneous. Since cloud consumers are often also globally

distributed, it is virtually impossible to consider specific individual

stakeholders.

Despite the rapid growth of the cloud use and the high number of

cloud services available, dedicated requirements elicitation methods

for the cloud are lacking [ZB11]. As a result, cloud service providers
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have tried to adapt traditional methods such as workshops and

interviews to work in distributed settings, e.g., by organizing online

workshops and VoIP interviews supported by rich media [TSG13].

Others have used artificial stakeholders invented by marketing

or substituted the global stakeholder community by a few pilot

customers. Nevertheless, our previous research shows that such

approaches have been rather unsuccessful so far [TSG13]. This

finding is also supported by other researchers, who consider that

the existing methods provide insufficient support or are difficult

to apply in practice [YT03, LRA02]. Therefore, the cloud calls for

thoroughly different requirements elicitation methods.

To address this research gap, we are investigating the possibility

to infer new cloud service requirements from advanced search

queries performed by (potential) cloud consumers. An advanced

search query is a query that goes beyond simple keyword search

by providing search information in some structured form. We

exploit a particular form of advanced search queries where, for a

given set of service features, users specify desired values for all

those features (see Section 3.3.2 for an example). The data can

be collected either on cloud providers’ websites or on platforms

that aggregate services from multiple cloud suppliers (marketplaces

[ACL+12]), provided that they expose advanced search capabilities

for the services available.

In this paper, we present our approach. We consider a given set

S of search queries, each of them specifying desired values for a

set F of service features. We first convert this information into

a fuzzy binary relation R̃(S, F ). From this relation, we construct
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a fuzzy Galois lattice [Bel99], which can then be analyzed with

respect to three purposes: (i) understanding how requirements

of (potential) service consumers can be clustered, (ii) identifying

the threshold for achieving satisfied consumers with a minimal set

of requirements implemented, and (iii) identifying new classes of

cloud services, based on market trends. Our approach contributes

a novel requirements elicitation technique which is specifically

tailored to a cloud computing context.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2

summarizes the related work in the area of requirements elicitation

techniques, potentially applicable in the cloud. Section 3.3 presents

our new approach and applies it on a concrete example. The

outcome is discussed in Section 3.4, and Section 3.5 concludes the

paper.

3.2 Related Work

From the early 2000s, researchers observed that requirements engi-

neering also needs to consider distributed [DZ03] and asynchronous

settings [GS05], and this currently extends to the cloud context.

However, due to its collaboration-intensive and time-consuming

nature, requirements elicitation becomes difficult in the cloud

[DZ03, Dau00].

As far as dedicated cloud requirements elicitation methods are

concerned, there has been some advancement during the recent
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years. For instance, frameworks focusing on the supply-demand

relation have been designed [Liu12], and management systems for

requirements ensuring QoS have been developed [VS11]. Moreover,

researchers looked into methods for eliciting particular types of

requirements, e.g., legal [BFS12] or security [BHC+13]. Still, these

are only niche recommendations and no comprehensive clear solu-

tion exists, addressing the cloud-specific requirements elicitation

challenges.

As far as distributed requirements elicitation is concerned, Lloyd et

al. conducted a study [LRA02] on the effectiveness of elicitation

techniques in distributed requirements engineering, concluding that

synchronous elicitation approaches are generally more effective

than asynchronous ones. Lim et al. [LQF10] present ideas on

asynchronous and distributed stakeholder identification, assuming

that key stakeholders are known, and further users can be identified

based on domain knowledge. However, such approaches do not

easily extend to the cloud context, since the audience for services

is most often unknown and globally distributed.

Tuunanen [Tuu03] addresses the problem of reaching and involving

wide audience end-users, or users who are not within organiza-

tional reach. He argues that traditional techniques do not provide

adequate solutions and presents methods which could potentially

fill this gap (e.g., EasyWinWin). However, none of these methods

has been successfully used on a large scale for distributed elicita-

tion so far. Moreover, research on EasyWinWin by Kukreja et

al. [KB12] promises to provide support for distributed settings, but

only focuses on stakeholders within organizational reach.
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Another challenge of requirements elicitation in the cloud is the con-

tinuous change of consumer needs [Her07]. Consequently, various

wiki approaches have been implemented, to provide a time-efficient

possibility for updating and eliciting requirements. For instance,

Decker et al. developed a wiki-based solution that enables stake-

holders’ participation in RE [DRR+07], Solis and Ali’s spatial

hypertext wiki focuses on distributed teams [SA10], whereas Liang

et al. [LAC09] and Lohmann et al. [LRAZ08] exploit semantic

annotation wikis. However, wiki-based methods generally assume

that stakeholders are at least identifiable, which is not the case in

a cloud context.

Studies from the field of web-information systems by Yang and

Tang [YT03] reveal that the elicitation needs regarding Internet-

based systems are also rather different from those of traditional

systems (e.g., due to higher user diversity). Moreover, most exist-

ing requirements elicitation methods can only deal with a limited

number of stakeholders [Her07]. The number of potential cloud

service consumers may often go beyond what traditional methods

can handle [BHC+13], and no real solutions addressing this elici-

tation issue have been developed so far. Market-driven techniques

[KDNoD+03], which are usually employed when it is impossible

to consider individual consumers, prove to be rather limited in the

cloud, due to the lack of specific localized markets.

Work in data mining, machine learning and particularly recom-

mender systems [AT05] also addresses the problem of extracting

value from search data. For example, search-based and collab-

orative techniques can make personalized online product recom-

mendations [AXG11], and user feedback has been used to rank
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various products [LPP08]. Throughout the recent years, recom-

mender systems [RV97] (e.g., probability-based collaborative filter-

ing [HKTR04]) and clustering data mining methods [Ber06] have

been heavily used for marketing purposes, to suggest similar prod-

ucts in e-commerce systems, or to segment populations. However,

to our knowledge, such techniques have never been adapted or

utilized for requirements elicitation in the cloud.

To summarize, the existing elicitation techniques, even when

adapted, are mostly unsuitable for the cloud, and can support cloud

service providers only to a limited extent in their requirements

elicitation processes.

3.3 Our New Approach: Fuzzy Galois

Lattice Analysis for Cloud Require-

ments Elicitation

Based on the existing related work and our previous research

[TSG13], we found there is an evident need for dedicated require-

ments elicitation methods for the cloud. These should meet the

following requirements:

R1: Fit for wider and heterogeneous audiences;

R2: Take less time than traditional elicitation methods;

R3: Make automated elicitation possible;
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R4: Be applied remotely;

R5: Be able to handle volatile requirements.

To satisfy these requirements, we propose analyzing the data col-

lected by cloud service providers or marketplaces in the form

of advanced search queries, to infer new consumer requirements.

For this, we represent the search queries by a fuzzy Galois lat-

tice [Bel99]. Galois lattices allow the identification of sensible

groupings of objects with common attributes. Due to these cluster-

ing and hierarchy properties [Wil09], Galois lattices have been used

in software engineering for object identification [SMLD97], soft-

ware modularization and analysis [SR99], and browsing software

component libraries [Fis00]. However, to our knowledge, these

properties have not been explored for new requirements acquisition

based on advanced search queries.

3.3.1 Mathematical Foundations

In this section, we briefly review the mathematical foundations

needed for our approach.

A partially ordered set (poset) A is called a lattice iff for any subset

A′ of A, there exist a least upper bound sup ∈ A (the supremum

of A′) and a least lower bound inf ∈ A (the infimum of A′). The

supremum of A′ is the smallest element of A that is greater than

or equal to each element of A′. It is unique and it may or may not

belong to A′. The infimum of A′ is defined analogously. Lattices
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can be graphically represented as acyclic directed graphs having

exactly one source node (with no incoming edges) and one sink

node (with no outgoing edges).

Galois connections have their roots in Galois theory [DEW13,

EKMS93], and refer to correspondences between two partially

ordered sets (posets). If (A,≤) and (B,≤) are two posets, a

monotone Galois connection between them consists of two mono-

tone functions F : A → B and G : B → A, such that for all

a ∈ A and b ∈ B, we have F (a) ≤ b iff a ≤ G(b). The posets

can be represented hierarchically in a graded system of sub- and

superconcepts, which follows the mathematical axioms of a lat-

tice. In a Galois concept lattice, the elements can generally take

binary values. For a detailed overview on Galois theory, refer

to [DEW13, EKMS93].

A binary relation R(X,Y ) is a set of ordered pairs (x, y), x ∈
X, y ∈ Y . For any given elements p ∈ X and q ∈ Y , the pair (p, q)

is either an element of R(X,Y ) or it is not. Fuzzy binary relations

R̃ extend this digital behavior by allowing a degree of membership

in a relation: the degree of membership of (p, q)inR̃ may be any

real number from the interval [0, 1]. Obviously, the special case

where every pair has a membership value of either zero or one

represents a normal (crisp) binary relation.

In contrast to the general formal concept analysis theory (FCA)

[GWF97], Galois connections take into consideration the relations

between fuzzy concepts represented on ratio scales. For example,

0.2 and 0.5 are only two distinct values in FCA, whereas 0.2 and
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0.5 are two values which can be ordered in Galois connections

theory, e.g., 0.2<0.5. This leads to the notion of fuzzy Galois

lattices [Bel99] the nodes of which represent fuzzy concepts, which

in turn are constructed from a fuzzy binary relation.

3.3.2 A Running Example

We illustrate our approach with a concrete example of advanced

searches for cloud data storage services, based on ten features. The

first two columns of Table 3.2 list the features considered. While

performing advanced search queries, consumers specify values for

these features, based on their needs.

When we model cloud service queries, some features can be easily

represented using only binary values, e.g., the service provides

mobile support (1) or not (0). However, numerous features are

better represented on ratio scales, e.g., for data storage cloud

services, the values can be between 1 GB and 20 TB; in this case,

binary values would be difficult to use. Therefore, we use the

extension of the Galois lattice theory to fuzzy binary relations

[Bel99], such that features can not only be represented on a nominal

scale (taking the binary values 0 or 1), but also on a ratio scale.

Therefore, a fuzzy set Si includes a degree of membership for each

of its elements, taking a value in the range [0,1]. A set with the

membership degrees restricted to the values 0 and 1 (crisp set) is

a particular type of a fuzzy set, so it is formally correct to mix the

features on a nominal scale with those on a ratio scale in the same

representation.
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For example, the feature “f1: Private user” is represented on a

nominal scale (N) and can take the value 0, if the service is not

available for private users, or 1 if the service is offered for private

users. The feature “f3: Storage” is represented on a ratio scale

(R) and can take fuzzy values in the range [0,1].

3.3.3 The Steps of the Approach

In this section, we present the mechanics of our approach, consisting

of seven steps. For each step, we first explain how it works in

theory, and then apply it to our running example.

Conceptually, each advanced search query is composed of a set of

cloud service features, which are specified by a (potential) consumer

who is searching for a cloud service. In Galois theory, such a set is

called a formal concept (FC). All search queries of a considered

dataset are modelled as FCs in a Galois lattice, similar to the nodes

of a graph. Moreover, the supremum and infimum elements of

sub-lattices of the main lattice are calculated and also represented

as FCs.

A fuzzy Galois lattice of a set of advanced search queries for cloud

services can be generated and analyzed in seven steps, as follows.

These are also summarized in Table 3.1.

Step 1. Having access to a search platform with advanced search

capabilities and pre-defined possible features and values, data

is collected from (potential) cloud consumers. Service features
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Table 3.1: Fuzzy Galois lattice analysis for cloud requirements elici-
tation - Summary.

Step Description of the step

1. Collect advanced search queries for cloud services via a
search platform.

2. Model the search queries as formal concepts.
3. Represent query data as a fuzzy binary relation.
4. Calculate all the FCs for the given set of service queries.
5. Analyze the fuzzy binary relation for special properties,

apply reductions where possible.
6. Represent the FCs in a fuzzy Galois concept lattice.
7. Analyze the lattice nodes, the supremum and infimum ele-

ments for sub-lattices and potential clusters leading to new
requirements for cloud services.

may include both functional (e.g., storage) and non-functional

requirements (e.g., reliability).

Example: we collect advanced search queries for data storage

services, using a marketplace for cloud services [Tod12]. This

allows (potential) cloud service consumers to input their needs

using predefined advanced search criteria.

Step 2. The search queries are modeled as fuzzy FCs using

monotonic modeling functions.

Example: let S be a set (the universe of discourse) that denotes a

generic data storage cloud service, with ten predefined features on

the search platform, that users can opt for, as shown in Table 3.2.

For each of these features, cloud providers can define monotonic

modeling functions f(x) that transform the numerical values input
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Table 3.2: Service features (N = nominal scale: {0,1},
R = ratio scale: [0,1]).

No. Feature Scale Modeling function f(x)

f1 Private user N 0: N/A, 1: available
f2 Business user N 0: N/A, 1: available
f3 Storage R 10−3x, x < 103 GB;

1, x ≥ 103 GB
f4 Mobile support N 0: N/A, 1: available
f5 File recovery R 10−2x, x < 102days;

1, x ≥ 102days
f6 Reliability R 0, x ≤ 90%; 1, x > 99%;

0.1 ∗ (x− 90), x ∈ (90, 99%]
f7 AES encryption N 0: N/A, 1: available
f8 SSL encryption N 0: N/A, 1: available
f9 Max size/file R 0, x < 0.1 GB; 1, x ≥ 10 GB

0.1 ∗ x, x ∈ [0.1, 10) GB
f10 Uptime R 0, x ≤ 90%; 1, x > 99%;

0.1 ∗ (x− 90), x ∈ (90, 99%]

by users into fuzzy values. For example, for the feature “storage

capacity” of a cloud storage service, we can have a monotonic

function as follows:

f(x) =

{
10−3x, x < 103 GB

1, x ≥ 103 GB

Accordingly, a value of 500 GB will be transformed into the fuzzy

value 0.5. For features represented on a nominal scale, such as

“AES encryption”, f(x) can take the value of 1 if the feature is

available, else 0. The rest of features work similarly. Naturally,
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there are numerous ways in which f(x) can be defined; the choice

only has to ensure that it is a monotonic transformation which

leads to values in the range [0,1], and maintains a ratio scale for

likely fuzzy values. Then, an advanced query for a cloud service

can be defined as a fuzzy set Si = {fij : j = 1, n}, where f

represents the features of the cloud service, and n is the number

of features defined in the search platform for the generic type of

service S.

Step 3. The data is represented in a matrix, as a fuzzy binary

relation R̃(S, F ).

Example: our data consists of five queries, represented as R̃(S, F )

in Table 3.3. The search queries are shown as rows in the table: Si,

i=1,5. For instance, S2 = {f1/0, f2/1, f3/0.2, f4/1, f5/0.9, f6/0.8,
f7/1, f8/0, f9/0.5, f10/1} is an example of a fuzzy set representing

an advanced query for a service, with the fuzzy values {0, 1, 0.2, 1,
0.9, 0.8, 1, 0, 0.5, 1}. In practice, this means that a (potential)

consumer made an advanced search for a data storage service

which is available only for business users and not for private users,

Table 3.3: The fuzzy binary relation R̃(S, F ).

R̃ f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10

S1 1 1 0.7 0 0.3 0.4 1 0 0.3 1
S2 0 1 0.2 1 0.9 0.8 1 0 0.5 1
S3 0 1 0.1 0 0.5 0 1 0 0 0.9
S4 1 0 1 0 0.9 0.3 1 1 0.8 0.7
S5 1 0 0.5 0 0.3 0.7 0 0 0.6 1
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can store up to 200 GB, provides mobile support, can recover files

which are up to 90 days old, has a reliability of 98%, uses AES

encryption but does not use SSL encryption, the maximum size

per file is 5 GB and has an uptime higher than 99%.

Step 4. For all elements of the power set P(S) of the set S of

search queries, we calculate the fuzzy concepts FC, yielding 2n FCs,

where n is the number of queries. According to Galois connections

theory, the FC belonging to a subset S′ is calculated by taking the

minima of all feature values of the queries contained in S′.

Example: we compute the complete list3 of 25 = 32 fuzzy formal

concepts FC. Due to space constraints, only a partial list is shown in

Table 3.4 - for the complete list, please refer to the link. The indices

indicate the queries that each FC is constructed of, e.g., FC1,2,4

is a formal concept constructed of FC1, FC2 and FC4, through

intermediary formal concepts FC1,2, FC1,4 and FC2,4.

Step 5. In case the context (matrix) exposes special properties,

these are considered at this stage. As a typical example, assume we

detect a small distance between two rows of the matrix. Since this

method is based on computing minimum values, detecting a search

query which is the minimum of another will lead to reduction

opportunities in the final lattice, i.e. some nodes do not have to

be represented due to redundancy. Another example is if we have

duplicate entries in the list of computed FCs.

Example: analyzing the matrix R̃, we notice that the minimum of

service queries S2 and S3 is S3, at a small distance for some of the

3http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/rerg/people/todoran/FC Complete List.pdf
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features. This leads to opportunities for reduction, since some FCs

will have identical values. Therefore, we will generate a sub-lattice

corresponding to R̃, where each distinct node appears only once,

as shown in the FCs list resulted afer eliminating duplicates4,

e.g., FC3 = FC2,3. Further, analyzing the complete list of FCs

generated, several other duplicates can be identified. For example,

FC1,3 = FC1,2,3, since the minimum of S2 and S3 is S3. More-

over, FC3,4 = FC2,3,4, FC3,5 = FC1,3,5 = FC2,3,5 = FC1,2,3,5,

FC1,3,4 = FC1,2,3,4 and FC3,4,5 = FC1,3,4,5 = FC2,3,4,5 =

FC1,2,3,4,5.

Step 6. We represent the fuzzy FCs in a concept lattice.

Example: the unique fuzzy formal concepts resulted in Step 5 are

graphically represented as a fuzzy Galois sub-lattice of R̃, as shown

in Figure 3.1.

Step 7. Finally, we analyze the lattice: if/how the FCs cluster,

new feature combinations potentially leading to new services that

could be developed and that do not exist at the moment, the

supremum and infimum for sub-latticess leading to new ideas for

cloud services, that satisfy significant populations.

Example: the output of our approach is analyzed in the following

section.

4http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/rerg/people/todoran/Unique FC List.pdf
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3.3.4 Analysis of the Results

If a cloud provider wanted to fully satisfy only one query, i.e. satisfy

all the features requested, exactly to the extents requested, it would

have to supply a service having exactly the features specified in

the query. However, this is unreasonable in most situations, since

cloud providers cannot take into account individual wishes from

each (potential) consumer, but rather target groups of consumers.

Using our approach, for every subset of FCs, the supremum and

infimum elements can be calculated. Practically speaking, the

supremum of a set of FCs represents a comprehensive service that

satisfies all the features requested in the corresponding subset of

queries. For instance, if the cloud provider decides to consider

all five queries, he could use the supremum of the queries, which

is FC∅. Nevertheless, despite satisfying all queries, this may be

impossible or too costly to implement. Therefore, we will analyze

how the queries can be clustered and what minimum combinations

of features would still achieve satisfied populations. For this,

we analyze the infimum elements of sub-lattices. The infimum

represents a cloud service which fully satisfies only those features

that all queries in the corresponding subset have in common, while

the rest are partially or not satisfied.

Since the space would not allow a complete analysis of the lattice

generated in Step 6 (Figure 3.1), we choose to analyze a sub-

lattice SL, e.g., for service queries S4 and S5. The relevant formal

concepts for this sub-lattice are: the empty set FC∅, FC4 and

FC5 which are a 1:1 mapping of the advanced service queries,
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and the infimum nodes computed by our approach, which in-

clude both queries S4 and S5: FC4,5, FC1,4,5, FC2,4,5, FC1,2,4,5

and FC1,2,3,4,5. These are colored in grey in Figure 3.1.

For queries S4 and S5, we calculate how many features are fully

and partially satisfied by the infimum elements of SL. The graph

in Figure 3.2 shows that FC4,5 fully satisfies five out of ten features

for S4: FC4,5 models a service that is available for private users and

not for business users, does not provide mobile support, has 93%

reliability and 97% uptime. S5 is fully satisfied to a higher rate,

with eight out of ten features: f1 − f5 and f7 − f9. If we cumulate

the fully and partially satisfied features, we find that FC4,5 satisfies
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eight features for S4 and all features for S5, respectively. Depending

on the provider’s strategy, this may already be a good compromise

to address queries S4 and S5. Continuing the analysis, we observe

that FC1,4,5 does not differ significantly, since it fully satisfies

the same features as FC4,5 for S4, and only changes the extent

to which f9 is satisfied for S5: instead of allowing a maximum

file size of 6 GB, FC1,4,5 only allows files of maximum 3 GB. As

far as the cumulated satisfaction is concerned, this is identical to

the one reached with FC4,5. Moreover, since FC1,4,5 is also an

infimum for FC1, it will satisfy some of the features mentioned

in S1: five fully and three partially. Therefore, given the overall

performance, it seems FC1,4,5 would be a better choice than FC4,5,

if the cloud provider decided to supply a new service addressing

service queries S4 and S5. Similarly, the fitness rates for FC2,4,5,

FC1,2,4,5 and FC1,2,3,4,5 are analyzed. The graph shows that

FC2,4,5 is less suitable than FC1,4,5, when aiming to satisfy the

authors of queries S4 and S5, with an advantage of only four fully

and three partially satisfied features for S2. FC1,2,4,5 is equal

in performance to FC2,4,5 as far as S4 and S5 are concerned,

but with a higher advantage: it satisfies four features fully and

three partially for S1, and also satisfies three features fully and

four partially for S2. Eventually, the number of features satisfied

converges to zero, reaching zero if the input queries represent

disjoint sets.

This analysis shows that S4 and S5 can be satisfied simultaneously

by several combinations of features, which are more economical to

implement than services addressing individual needs, still main-

taining high satisfaction rates. Infimum elements representing
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new classes of services such as FC4,5, FC1,4,5 and even FC1,2,4,5

are possible compromises for achieving satisfied consumers with a

minimal set of features implemented, depending on how thoroughly

the cloud provider wants to consider the initial queries. Moreover,

we noticed that S1 clusters with S4 and S5 better than S2, for

example. It should be noted that the more we advance to the right

in the graph in Figure 3.2, the lower the satisfaction level for the

initial two queries, but the higher the advantages for other queries,

since the FCs are infima of more queries. This is a demonstration

example, but when larger amounts of data are analyzed and the

complete lattice is considered, the results are naturally even more

conclusive.

3.4 Discussion

The qualitative results of our approach are promising. Starting the

analysis from two advanced search queries for cloud data storage

services, our approach was able to identify a potential cluster of

queries (e.g., S1, S4 and S5), thus supporting cloud providers in

understanding how their potential consumers can be grouped (i).

Moreover, new classes of services emerged from the lattice analysis

(iii), such as FC1,4,5 and FC1,2,4,5, showing possible thresholds for

achieving satisfied consumers with a minimal set of requirements

implemented (ii).

In Section 3.1, we introduced five requirements that should be met

by dedicated requirements elicitation methods for the cloud. We

now evaluate how our approach satisfies them.
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R1: fit for wider and heterogeneous audiences. The advanced

searches needed by our fuzzy Galois lattices technique are always

conducted on cloud providers’ or marketplaces’ websites. Therefore,

our approach allows any number of (potential) consumers from

virtually anywhere to input their needs for services. This is done in

a completely asynchronous way, without the need of a requirements

engineer supervising the requirements elicitation process.

R2: take less time than traditional elicitation methods. The ap-

proach introduced has a passive character, i.e. consumers are not

directly and consciously involved in the requirements elicitation pro-

cess, since the requirements for new services are inferred based on

their searches. This way, virtually no time is dedicated specifically

to the elicitation process, but rather to the data analysis.

R3: make automated elicitation possible. Our technique is tool-

supported, such that most of the analysis is automated. Steps 1-6

are purely automated, and Step 7 is semi-automated. Whereas

the new classes of services are automatically generated, while

performing the analysis in Step 7, providers can perform a manual

what-if analysis to dynamically simulate what happens when only

one or a few features are varied, how these impact the general

clustering, or zoom in specific parts of the lattice, to analyze the

best ideas for new services.

R4: be applied remotely. Since this is a search-based approach,

it can be applied for any consumers, located anywhere, including

those who are not physically reachable. Given its unobtrusive

character, the technique is also suitable when consumers would
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not be able to describe their requirements easily in an interview

or a workshop.

R5: be able to handle volatile requirements. Our approach enables a

continuous elicitation process, since data is collected permanently

from consumers who perform advanced searches. This feature

is useful for monitoring volatile requirements, which makes the

technique especially fitting with the agile character of most cloud

provider companies.

There is no perfect, general-purpose requirements elicitation method

- each has its strengths and weaknesses and performs best in a

particular context or domain [NE00]. Our approach is best-suited

for the early elicitation phase, and for monitoring market trends.

It can be succeeded by more in-depth requirements elicitation with

complementary methods such as prototyping and large-scale online

experiments. Moreover, having generated the Galois lattice for

a set of queries, this can be used by cloud service providers to

evaluate where their existing offering is positioned in the spectrum

of requested similar services on the market. This can then be used

to compute how the existing offering can be enhanced, for example,

to fit the needs of a larger population.

A limitation of our approach is that it assumes consumers provide

values for all the features specified as advanced search criteria.

For example, if a user specifies values of zero or no values for all

features, this leads to infima equal to zero, meaning services with

no features. This problem can be solved by ignoring the queries

having values of zero for all features (outliers) and by allocating

default values for all the features with no values assigned.
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As far as scalability is concerned, the tool which is curently under

development needs three seconds to compute the Galois lattice for

200 advanced search queries for cloud services with ten features, on

a 4 GB 1333 MHz DDR3, 1.8 GHz Intel Core i7. A more in-depth

analysis of scalability is subject to future work.

3.5 Conclusion and Future Work

This work presents an approach for infering new cloud service re-

quirements based on what consumers look for, i.e. their advanced

search queries. The approach produces fuzzy Galois lattices, com-

posed of the initial consumer queries and their computed supre-

mum and infimum elements. These lattices can help cloud service

providers to analyze how the queries can be grouped to satisfy

large populations with a minimum of implemented requirements,

and to identify new classes of services needed on the market.

We plan to enhance our approach by releasing a tool that supports

the technique introduced, such that cloud providers can benefit

from the automatic features. Moreover, we plan to develop a

concrete formalism for calculating the satisfaction level for certain

combinations of requirements, and to evaluate the approach with

real-world data, in order to detect potential shortcomings when

working with large datasets from cloud providers.
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Original publication:

StakeCloud Tool: From Cloud Consumers’ Search Queries to New

Service Requirements

Irina Todoran Koitz and Martin Glinz

23rd IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE’15)

Abstract

Requirements elicitation is indispensable for delivering successful

services. Nevertheless, cloud service providers mostly rely on ad-

hoc approaches, as there are no dedicated elicitation methods for

cloud services. To address this problem, we developed the Stake-

Cloud approach, which helps cloud providers elicit requirements
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for future cloud services. StakeCloud builds and analyzes fuzzy

Galois lattices based on consumers’ advanced search queries for

cloud services. Our StakeCloud Tool automatically builds the lattice

from the given search queries. It provides the requirements analyst

with extensive clustering and analysis capabilities as well as means

for comparing different newly generated classes of services. These

allow identifying the threshold for achieving the largest populations

of satisfied consumers with a minimum set of features implemented.

Further, our tool enables eliciting real requirements from global

consumers unobtrusively.

Related video available at: https://goo.gl/PcNLPw
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4.1 Introduction

Understanding consumers’ requirements is critical for building

successful services [SS97]. Therefore, a wide range of requirements

elicitation methods has been developed and used in practice over

the last decades. However, in the domain of cloud services, the

existing techniques are challenged [TSG13]. The cloud is not only

bringing technical and economic benefits [LKN+09], but also diffi-

culties regarding requirements elicitation, e.g., heterogeneous and

globally distributed consumers. According to our previous work

[TSG13], the most popular requirements elicitation techniques

among cloud providers are traditional methods (questionnaires,

surveys, interviews, document analysis) and prototyping. Never-

theless, these are inadequate for the cloud: e.g., they require long

elicitation times, can rarely be applied remotely and do not support

automation. Hence cloud service providers use ad-hoc approaches

such as inventing, guessing requirements or imitating competitors,

which lead to dissatisfaction or failure-prone services.

To address this issue, we introduced the StakeCloud approach for

eliciting cloud service requirements [TG14]. With the emergence

of marketplaces as search platforms for cloud services (e.g., Intel

Cloud Finder), cloud consumers have the opportunity to input

their advanced search queries for cloud services to find solutions

that match their needs. Based on such queries represented by

finite sets of feature values collected on marketplaces, StakeCloud

models fuzzy Galois lattices which are then analyzed to infer new

cloud service requirements. Lattices are represented graphically
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as acyclic directed graphs having exactly one source node with no

incoming edges and one sink node with no outgoing edges (for an

example, see Figure 4.2). In lattices, any two nodes have at least

one supremum and one infimum element. For more information on

our theoretical approach, please refer to [TG14]. In this tool demo

paper, we describe the StakeCloud Tool and how it can be used

by cloud providers in their decision-making process. Our main

contribution is a novel tool-supported requirements elicitation

technique tailored to a cloud computing context.

4.2 The StakeCloud Tool

Starting from our theoretical solution [TG14], we developed the

StakeCloud Tool, which automates the requirements elicitation

activity for cloud services to a large extent, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Once the queries are collected (A1), the tool checks for duplicates

(A2) and counts the individual frequencies (A3). Then, the cloud

provider analyst models the queries as fuzzy vectors (A4: this

activity is partially automated by the tool) and decides whether

(s)he wants to cluster similar queries (A5). If applicable, the tool

computes the clusters (A6) and then generates the Galois lattice

automatically (A7). At this stage, the cloud provider can iteratively

choose from and apply the available analysis criteria (A8). The

tool will automatically generate the corresponding graphs (A9),

indicating what combinations of features and feature values satisfy

the largest number of input consumer queries with a minimum

compromise. These represent draft requirements for new services
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Figure 4.1: UML activity diagram of the process of our approach.
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that the cloud provider representative can use in his/her decision-

making process regarding upcoming service releases. Naturally,

our approach and tool can be complemented by existing more

in-depth requirements elicitation techniques.

Figure 4.2 presents a screenshot of the StakeCloud Tool, where

the main aspects are indicated with green numbers (1-5). Once an

input file containing consumers’ advanced search queries (encoded

as fuzzy vectors) is loaded, the corresponding fuzzy Galois lattice

is automatically generated and displayed in the main panel of

the window (1). The elements in the first level of the lattice

hierarchy, i.e., nodes identified by only one digit, represent the

initial search queries, whereas the other elements represent new

classes of potential cloud services generated by our approach. The

user (cloud provider) can select (e.g., nodes [4] and [5]) and

drag nodes, choose to display the actual fuzzy values composing

the selected nodes or highlight the suprema and infima elements

of particular nodes by clicking the buttons in the lower part of

the window (2). The supremum is a comprehensive service that

satisfies all the features requested in the corresponding subset of

queries. However, this is most often impossible or too expensive

to implement. Hence the infimum elements are better candidates

for development, since they fully satisfy only those features that

all queries in the corresponding subset have in common, while the

remaining ones are partially or not satisfied. Our tool provides

compromise analysis support regarding the implementation of

requirements for future services.

If the cloud provider analyst is interested in seeing where his/her

offering is situated in the lattice among the queries and generated
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classes of services, (s)he can choose to add a node to the lattice

(2) by typing the feature values for his/her service. Moreover, in

case the lattice is too large for a good visualization, the zooming

functionalities or the similarity degree can be used. By setting a

similarity degree (2), similar queries are clustered, thus reducing

the overall lattice size. However, the composing queries can still

be analyzed and viewed in detail. In the right side of the window,

the top panel (3) shows the values of the input search queries, and

the middle panel (4) displays the fuzzy vectors for selected nodes

or infima (red) and suprema nodes (green). The bottom panel (5)

exhibits five lattice analysis options in a drop-down menu, e.g.,

analyze to what extent individual features are accomplished by

the selected nodes, or how many features are fully satisfied by

their suprema/infima. The video at http://goo.gl/qv5I5s shows a

practical scenario of the StakeCloud Tool.

As far as the technical implementation is concerned, our tool was

developed in Python 2.7, using PyQt4 for the graphical user in-

terface. Since PyQT is a Qt binding for Python, the StakeCloud

tool is cross-platform and has been tested in MacOS 10.x, Win-

dows 8 and Linux Ubuntu 14.10. For visualizing the lattice, the

vis.js library was used, whereas the analysis graphs are matplotlib

graphs.

4.3 Conclusion and Future Work

The StakeCloud Tool implements the fuzzy Galois lattices ap-

proach for requirements elicitation in cloud settings. It allows
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analyzing advanced search queries for cloud services to infer new

requirements, thus semi-automating the elicitation activity. This

way, our approach and tool enable large-scale consumers’ involve-

ment and is best suited for the early elicitation phase and for

monitoring market trends. So far, the technical performance of the

StakeCloud tool has been evaluated with self-generated datasets,

yielding promising results, and we plan to further use the tool with

cloud provider companies.
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Evaluating the Fuzzy Galois

Lattices Approach to

Requirements Elicitation for

Cloud Services

Original publication:

A Fuzzy Galois Lattices Approach to Requirements Elicitation for

Cloud Services

Irina Todoran Koitz and Martin Glinz

IEEE Transactions on Services Computing (TSC), 2015

Abstract

The cloud paradigm has become increasingly attractive throughout

the recent years due to its both technical and economic foreseen

impact. Therefore, researchers and practitioners attention has
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been drawn to enhancing the technological characteristics of cloud

services, such as performance, scalability or security. However,

the topic of identifying and understanding cloud consumers real

needs has largely been ignored. Existing requirements elicitation

methods are not appropriate for the cloud computing domain, where

consumers are highly heterogeneous and geographically distributed,

have frequent change requests and expect services to be delivered

at a fast pace. In this paper, we introduce a new approach to

requirements elicitation for cloud services, which utilizes consumers

advanced search queries for services to infer requirements that can

lead to new cloud solutions. For this, starting from the queries, we

build fuzzy Galois lattices that can be used by public cloud providers

to analyze market needs and trends, as well as optimum solutions

for satisfying the largest populations possible with a minimum

set of features implemented. This new approach complements the

existing requirements elicitation techniques in that it is a dedicated

cloud method which operates with data that already exists, without

entailing the active participation of consumers and requirements

specialists.
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5.1 Introduction

Cloud computing is largely seen as a successful and promising

paradigm due to its capability to efficiently adapt to business

changes by scaling software or hardware resources in a flexible

way. Therefore, it has received great interest from both research

and industry throughout the recent years, and has so far managed

to maintain its promise to deliver both technical and economic

benefits [LKN+09].

As a result, the number of public cloud services available is growing

continuously and it is expected that this growth will continue in

the future [CLPZ11]. While this can be seen as an advantage for

cloud consumers who have a wide variety of offers to choose from,

this phenomenon can also lead to a paradox of choice [Sch04],

where users do not know what services best match their needs. To

solve this problem, researchers [KS10a] and industry practitioners

recognize that there is a need to develop search engines or platforms

dedicated to aggregating and displaying cloud service offerings from

various providers. These would act as marketplaces [AT05, Tod12]

exposing advanced search capabilities that allow (potential) cloud

consumers to input and refine their needs according to various

criteria. Then, a matching algorithm would identify what existing

public cloud services match the features requested. An example in

this direction is the Intel Cloud Finder [Int15], which matches IT

requirements to existing cloud services from those providers that

signed up on the Intel platform and published their offering.
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Another consequence of the rapid growth in popularity of cloud

services is the emergence of numerous related research areas, rang-

ing from intercloud architecture models to cloud performance

and virtualization. In this context, the focus has been strongly

directed towards building better services from a technological

perspective, whereas the human aspect has been largely ignored.

While there are examples of research conducted in the area of

cloud adoption[KHGSS12, ZBE14], the issue of identifying and

satisfying cloud consumers’ real needs has not been thoroughly

addressed. Moreover, the existing requirements acquisition or

elicitation techniques are not suitable for the cloud domain, and

dedicated requirements elicitation methods for the cloud are lack-

ing [ZB11]. In this paper, we introduce a new approach for solving

an existing requirements engineering (RE) problem: the absence

of dedicated requirements elicitation techniques for cloud services.

We concentrate on identifying (potential) cloud consumers’ needs

by modeling and analyzing the data collected from consumers’

advanced search queries on cloud service marketplaces.

In the following sections, we first explain what requirements elic-

itation is and why it is important. Then, we clarify the cloud

challenges that hinder the usage of existing requirements elicita-

tion methods and finally outline the main contributions of this

paper.

5.1.1 Requirements Elicitation

Requirements elicitation is typically seen as the first step in the re-

quirements engineering process [NE00]. According to Sommerville
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and Kotonya, requirements elicitation refers to activities under-

taken to discover the requirements of a system to be built or

a problem to be solved [SK98]. Additionally, van Lamsweerde

also includes the identification of stakeholders in the requirements

elicitation stage [vL09]. Generally, requirements elicitation refers

to seeking, gathering and consolidating requirements, and is re-

garded as an indispensable step towards building successful solu-

tions.

Nuseibeh et al. highlight that requirements are not somewhere,

waiting to be collected, but elicitation techniques are necessary to

investigate and understand users’ needs [NER00]. For instance, tra-

ditional methods (e.g., questionnaires, interviews, analysis of exist-

ing documentation), group elicitation methods (e.g., brainstorming,

focus groups, RAD/JAD workshops), prototyping, model-driven

techniques (e.g., scenarios, KAOS, i*), cognitive methods (e.g.,

protocol analysis, laddering, card sorting) and contextual tech-

niques were developed to enable requirements elicitation, and have

been used successfully in traditional settings for decades.

Similarly, in the cloud domain, consumers’ requirements have to

be identified in order to know what characteristics future cloud

services should exhibit such that they satisfy consumers’ needs,

and to avoid failure-proneness. However, the cloud paradigm poses

a few challenges that do not allow using the existing requirements

elicitation methods, as explained in the following section.
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5.1.2 Cloud Challenges

Whereas existing requirements elicitation methods have proven

useful for determining stakeholders’ needs in traditional contexts,

i.e. where stakeholders are easy to identify and physically reachable,

most of these techniques are heavily challenged by the particular

features of the cloud. For instance, given that cloud services can

be easily sold and customized online, consumers are generally

geographically distributed, often worldwide. This leads to a lack

of local markets, i.e. cloud providers do not always have a deep

understanding of the international markets they sell to. This

is in contrast to the traditional delivery model, where contracts

are made with local physical suppliers that then sell software

or hardware solutions, facilitating this way the expansion of the

business to a local, known market.

Moreover, cloud consumers can be highly numerous and hetero-

geneous, with diverse profiles and backgrounds, and exhibiting

thoroughly different requirements that cannot be easily satisfied

on an individual basis. In such settings, existing elicitation meth-

ods cannot be applied, since stakeholders cannot be identified,

such that requirements specialists can interact with them directly

[LRA02].

Another challenge is represented by the frequent change requests

coming from cloud consumers, especially businesses, and their

volatile requirements. On the one hand, such cloud consumers are

largely modern businesses that need their requests to be met fast.

On the other hand, to face the competition, providers have to first
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know, ideally predict, and then satisfy these requests efficiently,

such that they do not lose their clients. In this context, they cannot

afford to apply elicitation methods that require long waiting times

for gathering requirements, or long processing and analyzing times,

and this is where most of the existing techniques fail.

Last but not least, the cloud is still young compared to the tradi-

tional delivery model. Therefore, dedicated methods for addressing

consumers’ needs have not been developed so far, to address the

challenges identified.

Tsumaki and Tamai [TT06] categorize the existing requirements

elicitation methods according to two criteria. Firstly, depending

on how requirements acquisition is conducted, requirements can be

collected and sorted either in a static or dynamic way. Secondly,

depending on the properties of the target space to be analyzed,

the space can be either closed or open. Using this categorization,

due to the fast and dynamic pace of the cloud, service providers

should elicit requirements in a dynamic, ideally continuous fashion.

Since consumers’ needs may change rapidly and this can often be

unpredictable, the space is open. As it can be observed in Figure 5.1,

methods such as brainstorming, role playing or ethnography could

seemingly fit these characteristics. However, these are the type of

methods that necessarily require the physical and simultaneous

presence of stakeholders in the same geographical space, which is

incompatible with the cloud paradigm. Therefore, according to the

existing related work and based on our previous research [TSG13],

it is evident that there is a need for dedicated cloud elicitation

techniques that support cloud companies in understanding and
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Figure 5.1: Requirements elicitation techniques, adapted after
[TT06].

providing their consumers with services that truly meet their needs.

Such a dedicated method would belong in the framework proposed

by Tsumaki and Tamai in the bottom right corner (dynamic

elicitation process and open space), as shown in Figure 5.1, and

should accommodate the following requirements [TSG13]:

R1: Fit for wide and heterogeneous audiences;

R2: Take less time than traditional elicitation methods;
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R3: Make automated elicitation possible;

R4: Be applied remotely;

R5: Be able to handle volatile requirements.

5.1.3 Main Contributions

This work is an extension of an existing paper published in the

2014 IEEE 10th World Congress on Services [TG14]. There, we

introduced the preliminary idea of building fuzzy Galois lattices

to support cloud providers in the requirements elicitation activity.

In this extension, we have three new contributions:

1. We enhance the preliminary algorithm introduced in [TG14],

by improving its performance through a pre-processing technique

that calculates frequencies of search queries. This is included as a

functionality in the StakeCloud Tool we developed.

2. We add a similarity classifier that allows the flexible clustering

of similar queries; this leads to reducing the modeling space, thus

improving the scalability. Similarly, this functionality is included

in the prototype.

3. We conduct a series of experimental evaluations to verify our

requirements elicitation approach, and explain how it meets the

five requirements above.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2

describes our approach, including the idea, definitions for the terms

used and algorithms developed. Section 5.3 presents the evaluation

of the solution and the interpretation of the results. In Section 5.4,

we give an overview of related work, and Section 5.5 concludes the

paper.

5.2 Approach

5.2.1 Definitions

In this section, we introduce the terms utilized in describing

our approach, as well as the corresponding mathematical defi-

nitions.

Definition 1. A partially ordered set (or poset) is a set taken

together with a partial order on it. Formally, a partially ordered

set is defined as an ordered pair A = (X,≤), where X is called the

ground set of A and ≤ is the partial order of A.

Definition 2. For any subset A′ of a poset A, the members of the

families lb(A′) = {a ∈ A : ∀a′ ∈ A′ : a ≤ a′} and ub(A′) = {a ∈
A : ∀a′ ∈ A′ : a′ ≤ a} are called the lower and upper bounds of

A′ in A, respectively.

Definition 3. The members of the families inf(A′) = max(lb(A′))

and sup(A′) = min(ub(A′)) are called infima and suprema of A′

in A, respectively.
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In other words, the supremum of A′ is the smallest element of A

that is greater than or equal to each element of A′. It is unique

and it may or may not belong to A′. The infimum of A′ is defined

analogously.

Definition 4. A poset A is called a Galois lattice iff for any subset

A′ of A, there exist a least upper bound sup ∈ A (the supremum

of A′) and a least lower bound inf ∈ A (the infimum of A′).

Galois connections have their roots in Galois theory [DEW13], and

refer to correspondences between two posets. According to Erné

et al.[EKMS93], they are defined as follows:

Definition 5. Considering the posets P = 〈P,≤〉 and D = 〈Q,≥〉,
if P

π∗→ Q and Q
π∗→ P are functions such that for all p ∈ P and all

q ∈ Q, p ≤ qπ∗ iff pπ∗ v q, then the quadruple π = 〈P, π∗, π∗,D〉
is called a Galois connection.

Definition 6. A binary relation R(X,Y ) is a set of ordered pairs

(x, y), x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . For any given elements p ∈ X and q ∈ Y ,

the pair (p, q) is either an element of R(X,Y ) or it is not.

In a Galois concept lattice, the elements can generally take binary

values. When we model cloud service queries, some features can

be easily represented using only binary values, e.g., the service

provides mobile support (1) or not (0). However, numerous features

are better represented on ratio scales, e.g., for data storage cloud

services, the values can be between 1 GB and 20 TB; in this case,

binary values and therefore binary relations would be difficult to
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use. Consequently, we use the extension of the Galois lattice theory

to fuzzy binary relations [Bel99], such that features can not only

be represented on a nominal scale (taking the binary values 0 or

1), but also on a ratio scale.

Definition 7. Fuzzy binary relations R̃ allow a degree of mem-

bership in a relation: the degree of membership of (p, q) in R̃ may

be any real number from the range [0, 1].

Therefore, a fuzzy set Si includes a degree of membership for each

of its elements, taking a value in the range [0,1]. A set with the

membership degrees restricted to the values 0 and 1 (crisp set) is

a particular type of a fuzzy set, so it is formally correct to mix the

features on a nominal scale with those on a ratio scale in the same

representation.

Definition 8. Each concept in a Galois hierarchy that represents

the set of objects sharing the same values for a certain set of

properties is called a formal concept.

In contrast to the general formal concept analysis theory (FCA)

[GWF97], Galois connections take into consideration the relations

between fuzzy concepts represented on ratio scales. For example,

0.2 and 0.5 are only two distinct values in FCA, whereas 0.2 and

0.5 are two values which can be ordered in Galois connections

theory, e.g., 0.2<0.5. This leads to the notion of fuzzy Galois

lattices [Bel99] the nodes of which represent fuzzy concepts, which

in turn are constructed from a fuzzy binary relation.
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5.2.2 Idea

With the emergence of cloud service marketplaces acting as in-

termediators between consumers and providers, large amounts of

data are generated. (Potential) consumers use such platforms to

search for services that match their criteria, thus inputting their

needs and preferences as advanced search queries. Such log data

are currently used by recommender systems [RV97] to suggest

existing services with similar features, but this is generally the

highest extent to which these data are exploited. A significant

majority of the companies we interviewed in one of our previous

studies [TSG13] mentioned that they logged consumers’ search

data and tried to analyze it, but the large dimensions usually hin-

dered the understanding. In most cases, their analysis was reduced

to identifying which service features appeared most commonly in

the advanced search queries. Therefore, we are facing a big data

problem: the large datasets cannot be processed and visualized

easily, which leads to losing the potential of such data.

Our idea is to utilize the logged advanced search queries for cloud

services to find requirements and combinations of features that can

eventually lead to developing new cloud services and new classes

of cloud solutions. Our approach follows the process illustrated by

the UML activity diagram in Figure 5.2. The process contains ten

activities, as follows.

A1: Collect data. The input necessary for running our approach is

represented by advanced search queries data collected through a

cloud services marketplace. In this context, an advanced search
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Figure 5.2: UML activity diagram of the process of our approach
[TKG15b].

query is a query that allows users to specify desired values for a

set of predefined features.

A2: Check for duplicates. Once the data has been collected, our

StakeCloud Tool that implements the approach checks the input

dataset for duplicates, i.e. identical queries.

A3: Count frequency for each unique query. In case no duplicate

queries are found, each query has the frequency set to one. If

duplicate queries are identified, the tool keeps only one instance of
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each unique query and counts its frequency, i.e. how many times

it appears in the given dataset.

A4: Model unique queries as vectors of fuzzy values. Naturally,

advanced search queries contain heterogeneous data. For instance,

the values associated with a query input for a public cloud data

storage service can be: 300GB storage capacity, 30 days file re-

covery, 98 percent reliability, and the service should allow AES

encryption for backup. Using monotonic modeling functions, such

values are transformed into fuzzy values, taking values in the range

[0,1]. For example, the feature “reliability” can be modeled as a

monotonic function as follows, transforming a value of 95 percent

into the fuzzy value 0.5. Here, the range (90,99 percent] is consid-

ered the most important and is modeled accordingly, since most

services do not have reliability values under 90 percent or above

99 percent.

f(x) =


0, x ≤ 90%

0.1 ∗ (x− 90), x ∈ (90, 99%]

1, x > 99%

For features represented on a nominal scale, such as “AES encryp-

tion”, f(x) can take the value of 1 if the feature is available, else 0.

The rest of features work similarly. Evidently, there are numerous

ways in which f(x) can be defined; the choice only has to ensure

that it is a monotonic transformation which leads to values in the

range [0,1], and maintains a ratio scale for fuzzy values. Table

5.1 shows a list of ten different features of a cloud data storage
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Table 5.1: Service features (N = nominal scale: {0,1},
R = ratio scale: [0,1]).

No. Feature Scale Modeling function f(x)

f1 Private user N 0: N/A; 1: available
f2 Business user N 0: N/A; 1: available
f3 Storage R 10−3x, x < 103 GB;

1, x ≥ 103 GB
f4 Mobile support N 0: N/A; 1: available
f5 File recovery R 10−2x, x < 102days;

1, x ≥ 102days
f6 Reliability R 0, x ≤ 90%; 1, x > 99%;

0.1 ∗ (x− 90), x ∈ (90, 99%]
f7 AES encryption N 0: N/A; 1: available
f8 SSL encryption N 0: N/A; 1: available
f9 Max size/file R 0, x < 0.1 GB; 1, x ≥ 10 GB;

0.1 ∗ x, x ∈ [0.1, 10) GB
f10 Uptime R 0, x ≤ 90%; 1, x > 99%;

0.1 ∗ (x− 90), x ∈ (90, 99%]

service, along with possible modeling functions. This way, an

advanced query for a cloud service can be defined as a vector of

fuzzy values Si = {fij : j = 1, n}, where f represents the features

of the cloud service, and n is the number of features assigned to

the generic type of service S in the search platform. According

to Figure 5.2, the activity of defining the modeling functions is

performed by the cloud provider. However, our tool is enhanced

with a set of pre-defined monotonic functions for common cloud

service features, which can be used by the cloud provider to (semi-)

automate this task. Moreover, the tool has a checking mechanism

that ensures the functions defined by the provider cover the range
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[0,1] monotonously. The current tool does not support modeling

exclusion queries, but we plan to integrate this in our next release.

The undesired features can be marked in our dataset with a flag

and then propagated in the lattices.

A5: Set degree of similarity. The cloud provider representative

can bundle or cluster the input queries by selecting the degree of

similarity on a scale from 0 to 100 percent. The degree of similarity

is an integer in the range [0,100] and a similarity of 100 percent

means that all the initial queries included in a cluster are 100

percent similar, i.e. identical. Therefore, when a dataset includes

only unique advanced search queries, the clusters computed for a

similarity degree of 100 percent coincide with the initial queries.

A similarity degree of 0 percent means the queries included in the

clusters are not similar at all, thus leading to one single cluster

that includes all the queries in the dataset. In general, we define

the similarity degree as a measure of the degree to which queries in

a dataset cluster together: a value of n percent means that all the

initial queries included in a cluster are n percent similar.

Provided that the degree of similarity is smaller than 100, the

bundling action will group similar queries and define a represen-

tative vector of fuzzy values for each such bundle (more details

on this in Section 5.2.3). The bundling is calculated based on

Euclidean distances between the vectors of features composing

the input queries and the supremum of all the queries. When

the input datasets are large, this activity may be necessary to

enable an easier visualization of the output and achieve improved

performance. For this reason, we allow the user to set the degree
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of similarity already before generating the lattice. However, the

user can also directly generate the lattice without bundling.

A6: Compute bundles. Provided that the user selected a degree of

similarity different from the default value (100 percent), the tool

computes the corresponding bundles and the representatives (as

vectors of fuzzy values) for each. The algorithm used for this step

is detailed in Section 5.2.3.

A7: Generate fuzzy Galois lattice model. Based on the input

dataset modeled as vectors of fuzzy values, and/or the computed

bundles, the tool generates the corresponding fuzzy Galois lattice

(for an example, see Figure 5.7). Lattices are represented graph-

ically as acyclic directed graphs having exactly one source node

(with no incoming edges) and one sink node (with no outgoing

edges). In our applied case of fuzzy Galois lattices, the nodes

on the first level in the hierarchy correspond to the vectors of

features given by cloud consumers (e.g., (1), (2)). As explained

in Section 5.2.1, the topmost element is the supremum or upper

bound for all the lattice elements. This is the only lattice node

that satisfies all input queries fully. However, implementing such a

service in practice is most often either very expensive or impossible.

Therefore, we recommend that cloud providers should analyze the

infima options, which are represented by all the other nodes of the

lattice, from the second hierarchy level down (e.g., (1,4), (2,7),

(2,4,7), (1,2,3,4)). Infima nodes are service offerings that satisfy

the input queries, but only to a limited extent. This way, providers

can make compromises to satisfy large populations of consumers

with a minimum set of requirements implemented, to reach an
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optimum solution. In this respect, it is important to note that

all the infima elements represent newly generated classes of ser-

vices, which can be candidates for implementation. Therefore, our

approach goes beyond simple statistics, since the infima elements

are new combinations of feature values, which cannot be easily

inferred by counting frequencies in the initial datasets or using

standard statistical methods. Moreover, if the lattice generated

is split in sub-lattices for a more thorough analysis, the same

properties related to infima and suprema elements are maintained

for the sub-models: any sub-lattice has at least a supremum and

an infimum node, respectively, so in any such subset of nodes

there will be at least a service candidate that fully satisfies the

nodes in the first hierarchy level and at least a node that satisfies

these to a limited extent, which can be calculated by our method.

The algorithm employed for building these models is described in

Section 5.2.3.

A8: Choose analysis criteria. Once the lattice has been drawn

(including bundles or not), the cloud provider user of our approach

can choose the preferred criteria for performing data analysis.

These criteria are selected and implemented in such a way that

they support the service provider in his/her understanding and

reasoning process, to decide what types of services should be

supplied to satisfy consumers’ needs. For instance, (s)he can

choose to compare the satisfaction level for individual features

for a set of classes of services (graph nodes) (s)he selected in the

lattice, or (s)he can study to what extent particular queries can

be satisfied by new classes of services generated by our method.

These analysis criteria are detailed in Section 5.3.5.
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A9: Display graphs. Based on the criteria chosen, the correspond-

ing graphs are displayed. The graphical representation can consist

of points or functions in a Cartesian coordinate system (e.g., as

shown in Figure 5.7).

A10: Analyze. The cloud company representative can use the

lattice model and graphical representations from A9 to perform

a thorough analysis of consumers’ queries. Moreover, (s)he can

change the analysis criteria at any time and generate new graphs,

or change the degree of similarity used for bundling.

5.2.3 Algorithms

The activities that compose the process of our approach intro-

duced in Section 5.2.2 are implemented by the following algo-

rithms.

Frequency Counter

In order to support activities A2 and A3, we utilize Algorithm 1,

shown in pseudocode below. This calculates the frequency for each

query of the input file.

As an abstract data type, we use a dictionary (or associative array)

composed of (key, value) pairs. In our case, the values contained

by the dictionary are vectors of fuzzy values (fuzzyV ector), and

each key appears only once. For every query q of the initial input
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Algorithm 1 calculateFrequency(inputFile)

1: d = dictionary(fuzzyV ector)
2: foreach query q ∈ inputF ile do
3: if q /∈ d.keys() then
4: d[q] = 1
5: else
6: d[q] = d[q] + 1
7: end if
8: end for

file, we check whether it is part of the keys set or not. If it is

found, we increment its frequency counter; if not, the frequency is

set to one. The output consists of a dataset made of exclusively

unique queries and the corresponding computed frequencies. This

algorithm ensures that the dataset to be processed further does

not contain any duplicates, which is important for the overall

performance and behaviour of the method. Algorithm 1 has O(S)

complexity, where S is the number of service queries.

Lattice Generator

The activity A7 is one of the core steps in our approach, since it

deals with generating the fuzzy Galois lattice, the pre-requisite

model for the data analysis. Algorithm 2 shows what operations

are needed before the graph can be drawn.

The input of Algorithm 2 is represented by a fuzzy binary rela-

tion (fBR), which is a matrix with two dimensions: S service
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Algorithm 2 generateLattice(fBR[S,F])

1: C = C ′ = ∅
2: CkS =

(
S
k

)
3: C = ∪Sk=1{CkS}
4: foreach i ∈ C do
5: foreach j ∈ i do
6: foreach f ∈ [1..F ] do

7: infFeature[f ] = min
len(j)
r=1 j[r, f ]

8: C ′ = C ′ ∪ infFeature[f ]
9: end for

10: end for
11: end for
12: eliminateDuplicates(C ′)
13: drawGraph(C ′)

queries that exist in the dataset with unique queries, and F fea-

tures, which are the pre-defined features for the type of service

analyzed, e.g., cloud data storage, as shown in Table 5.1. Firstly,

all elements of the power set P(S) of the set S of search queries

are generated as combinations (line 2). These are sets of sets

of vectors with fuzzy values, where S queries are taken k at a

time without repetition. For example, if S = 5 and k = 3, C3
5 =

{[s1, s2, s3], [s1, s2, s4], [s1, s2, s5], [s1, s3, s4], [s1, s3, s5], [s1, s4, s5],

[s2, s3, s4], [s2, s3, s5], [s2, s4, s5], [s3, s4, s5]}, where si, i = 1, S are

unique service queries. Secondly, we append all these CkS calcu-

lated to C (line 3), which becomes a large set that includes all the

possible combinations of service queries, based on the initial input

file.

Thirdly, we calculate the fuzzy concepts (lines 4-11), yielding 2S

FCs. According to Galois connections theory, the FC belonging to
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a subset S′ is calculated by taking the minima of all feature values

of the queries contained in S′ (line 7). In case C exposes special

properties, these are considered at this stage. As a typical example,

assume we detect a small distance between two rows of the fuzzy

binary relation. Since this method is based on computing minimum

values, detecting a search query which is the minimum of another

will lead to reduction opportunities in the final lattice, i.e. some

nodes do not have to be represented due to redundancy.

Naturally, after calculating all the FCs, C ′ may include duplicates.

In order not to draw any classes of services more than once, we

now eliminate the duplicates from C ′. This way, we keep only one

entry for each fuzzy vector generated when calculating the feature

values (line 7).

The last step of Algorithm 2 consists of drawing the lattice (graph).

When doing so, the algorithm takes into account the hierarchical

properties of the lattice. For instance, our approach will draw the

directed edges FC4−FC4,5 and FC5−FC4,5 from service queries

s4 and s5 represented by FC4 and FC5, respectively, to the lattice

node FC4,5, which is a formal concept generated based on queries

s4 and s5. The other edges are drawn in a similar fashion, e.g.,

FC4,5 − FC2,4,5, FC2,4,5 − FC1,2,4,5, such that the indices of the

supremum node always represent a subset of the indices of the

infimum node.

The operation for calculating the minima values in line 7 has

a complexity of O( 2S

S ) which, combined with the complexity of

iterating over the combinations O(2S−1) and features O(F ), leads
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to the overall complexity for Algorithm 2 of O(F∗2
2S

S ), therefore

O(2S). The exponential character in the size of S is natural when

computing Galois lattices.

Similarity Classifier

The third algorithm is used for implementing activity A6 (cf.

Figure 5.2), where the tool computes clusters of similar queries

based on a degree of similarity sim provided by the user in activ-

ity A5.

Algorithm 3 takes the degree of similarity sim and the set of unique

queries (uniqueQ) as input. The latter is the output of activity

A4, and is a bi-dimensional matrix with S queries and F service

features. The algorithm returns the clustersList, which is a list

containing all the clusters computed. Initially, this is initialized to

the empty set. Our bundling algorithm uses Euclidean distances

between vectors to find clusters, in a similar way to other clustering

algorithms from data mining, such as k-means. Nevertheless, we

could not have used an existing known implementation such as

Lloyd’s algorithm, since we cannot provide the number of expected

clusters (the k value in k-means), but are interested in seeing the

resulting clusters, regardless of their number. In this respect, our

algorithm belongs to hierarchical clustering, avoiding the problem

of first identifying the number of clusters generated. Moreover, it

has a deterministic behavior, always producing the same results

for the same input. Therefore, instead of selecting some random
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Algorithm 3 calculateSimilarity(sim,uniqueQ[S,F])

1: clustersList = ∅
2: if sim == 100 then
3: return uniqueQ[S, F ]
4: else
5: sup = supremum(uniqueQ)
6: uniqueQ′[S′, F ′] = uniqueQ[S, F ]
7: foreach query q ∈ uniqueQ do

8: dist(sup, q) =
√∑F

i=1(supi − qi)2
9: end for

10: while uniqueQ′ 6= ∅ do
11: maxDist = maxi=1,S′,qi∈uniqueQ′(dist(sup, qi))
12: cluster = ∅
13: breakingPoint = sim∗maxDist

100
14: foreach query q ∈ uniqueQ′ do
15: if dist(sup, q) > breakingPoint then
16: cluster = cluster ∪ q
17: end if
18: end for
19: uniqueQ′ = uniqueQ′ − {q|q ∈ cluster}
20: clustersList = clustersList ∪ cluster
21: end while
22: return clustersList
23: end if
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queries as anchors for the clusters, we use one single anchor: the

supremum of the input dataset sup.

In case the degree of similarity sim given by the user is equal

to 100, the algorithm returns the list of initial unique queries

(lines 2-3) - the clusters list for sim == 100 coincides with the

initial dataset when all the input queries are unique. Otherwise,

if the sim value is smaller than 100, we calculate the maximum

Euclidean distance between the supremum sup and each query q

in our set (lines 7-8), and the breaking point for the cluster (lines

11-13). The breakingPoint defines the lower bound of the cluster,

i.e. the least Euclidean distance to the supremum within which a

search query must be in order to qualify for cluster membership.

All the queries whose distances to the supremum are greater than

the breakingPoint value for a given sim are considered similar

for the sim value specified. Each element of the set ends up in a

cluster, as long as the distance between it and the supremum is

greater than the breaking point (lines 14-18). Then, the dataset

is updated (line 19) to include only those elements that did not

become members of clusters or were left out as single unclustered

elements, and the steps above are repeated until the dataset is

empty. Finally, the clusters formed in each iteration are added to

the clustersList (line 20).

For calculating the representative of each cluster (a vector of fuzzy

values), we use the centroid or geometric center concept. This is

calculated as the arithmetic mean position of all the points in the

n-dimensional space, where n is the number of features for the

specified cloud service. We did not choose the medoid concept as
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the representative object for each cluster, as it is most commonly

done in data mining, since medoids are always elements of the

dataset, and this was not a requirement in our case. Here, it is

more important to achieve a minimal dissimilarity between the

representative and all the elements of the cluster, such that the

new lattice generated after the bundling activity illustrates the

initial dataset well, without high information loss. If the queries

included in the cluster have frequencies higher than one, these are

also taken into account, since we calculate a weighted centroid,

i.e. each query is represented in the cluster proportionally to its

frequency.

Given that we first test whether sim is 0, the best case complexity

for Algorithm 3 is O(1). Otherwise, since calculating maxDist is

done in O(N ′), the overall complexity is O(N + N ′2), where N

is the number of elements of uniqueQ and N ′ is the number of

elements of uniqueQ′. The worst case complexity tends to O(N2),

when N ′ tends to N .

5.3 Evaluation

5.3.1 Goal and Metrics

To evaluate our approach, we assess how it meets the five re-

quirements introduced in Section 5.1.2 (R1-R5). These emerged

from the related work in the field of dedicated cloud elicitation
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techniques and our previous study with 19 cloud provider com-

panies [TSG13]. Therefore, we assume that having an approach

that meets these requirements would support cloud providers in

understanding and satisfying their consumers’ needs better. We

define the goal for our evaluation as follows:

Analyze our dedicated requirements elicitation approach

for the purpose of evaluation with respect to the extent

to which it satisfies cloud providers’ requirements for

a new requirements elicitation method (R1-R5) from

the point of view of cloud provider companies in the

context of analyzing advanced search queries for cloud

services to infer new requirements.

Since R2 deals with time-efficiency, the main metric we use for

meeting this requirement is the time. We calculate the time needed

for generating the lattice nodes and models, as well as the time

required for finding similar queries and generating clusters. As

far as the automation is concerned (R3), we show what output

can be automatically generated by our approach and explain to

what extent the method introduced is more automatic than the

existing requirements elicitation techniques. Furthermore, we

use the standard deviation as a metric for heterogeneity (R1) of

queries in a dataset. As far as remote application (R4) and volatile

requirements (R5) are concerned, we describe how our approach

can be applied and its output can be analyzed remotely, as well as

how volatile requirements can be monitored and future predictions

can be made.
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5.3.2 Method

In this work, we focus on internal, rather than external evaluation.

This means that we evaluate the performance of our approach and

present how it meets the requirements identified (R1-R5), but do

not conduct an external evaluation against other existing methods.

The main reason for this is that such an evaluation is virtually

impossible.

None of the existing requirements elicitation techniques mentioned

in Section 5.1.1 uses advanced search queries datasets as input,

such that we could compare the output of our method to the

output of other similar methods. In this respect, the innovative

nature of our approach is the cause for the lack of a benchmark or

ground truth we could use for an external evaluation, e.g., using

metrics such as precision, recall or fallout. Moreover, trying to

analyze the datasets manually to build our own ground truth is

impossible, given the large amounts of data.

5.3.3 Product Managers’ Input

In our semi-structured interviews conducted with cloud providers

between November 2012 and January 2013 on how they perform

requirements elicitation [TSG13], we discussed the possibility of

utilizing consumers’ search data for infering service requirements.

At that time, while some companies were logging such data, none

of the 19 interviewed cloud businesses was using them for require-

ments elicitation. In January 2015, we contacted again five of
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Table 5.2: Product Managers’ ideas on using the sample dataset.

Activity PM1 PM2 PM3 PM4 PM5

Analyze query
frequency

7 7 7 7

Analyze query
importance

7

Predict future
requests

7 7

Analyze queries
for services simi-
lar to theirs

7 7

the product managers (PM) we had previously interviewed, from

companies located in three different European countries, and asked

them if this situation had changed meanwhile. All five explained

that although the idea of using log data analysis for the purpose of

getting to know their (potential) consumers better is a recurrent

topic, no concrete initiatives have been taken in this regard so far.

They confirmed that the requirements elicitation approaches they

were using at the time we performed our interviews are still in use

now.

Moreover, we now gave the five product managers a sample dataset

of 500 advanced search queries, and asked them how they would use

it to help their companies in their decision making process regarding

the launch of a new cloud service. The most frequent responses

recorded are displayed in Table 5.2. Analyzing the frequency of

each query was the the most common activity they would undertake

(4 out of 5 responses), reasoning that if numerous people search
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for the same type of service, that is a sign such a service should

be launched, if it does not exist. PM2 and PM4 mentioned that

several such datasets from different moments in time could be used

to predict future requests, based on the evolution history. PM3

and PM4 also added that it would be interesting to analyze those

queries that are similar to what their companies already offer, to

identify what kind of changes could be implemented to enhance

their services and satisfy consumers. The most advanced approach

was suggested by PM5, who mentioned she would use the tf-idf

(term frequency-inverse document frequency) method to determine

how important a query is in a set of queries (document) of a

collection of sets of queries (corpus). This is similar to analyzing

individual query frequency, since the tf-idf is proportional to the

frequency of each query, but it is offset by the frequency of the query

in the corpus. When asked whether they utilized such datasets at

all, three PMs answered that their recommender systems are the

only ones making use of such data, to suggest services similar to

the ones viewed by the user.

Therefore, although the five PMs interviewed are too few for

achieving statistical significance, they confirmed our hypothesis

that there are no elicitation methods in use that take the same

type of input as our method, for the purpose of requirements ac-

quisition. Moreover, our tool implementing the approach supports

automating the activities suggested by the PMs, and goes beyond

these. On the one hand, these findings encourage us to continue

our efforts invested in elaborating the presented approach. On the

other hand, they certify that finding a ground truth for an external
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evaluation is virtually impossible. Consequently, we performed the

evaluation described below.

5.3.4 Experimental Setup

We used three distinct datasets as our simulation data, representing

advanced search queries for data storage cloud services. They

contain 250 queries5, 500 queries6 and 1000 queries7, respectively.

Since obtaining large amounts of real-world search information is

particularly difficult due to sensitivity and privacy, we generated

the needed datasets ourselves.

However, we used an available small dataset containing real-

world data [TG14] coming from one of the companies interviewed

[TSG13] as a starting point. Moreover, we generated the queries

such that they define data storage cloud services with ten features,

as described in Table 5.1. For this, we followed the constraints

imposed by the individual features: some are represented on a

nominal scale, whereas others are represented on a ratio scale.

Therefore, some of the features are defined by binary values, such

as the “mobile support”, and others are defined by fuzzy values in

the range [0,1], such as “reliability”. To test the performance of

the similarity classifier, we set a degree of similarity between 10

and 80 percent.

All the experiments presented in the following sections were run

on a 4 GB 1333 MHz DDR3, 1.8 GHz Intel Core i7.

5http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/rerg/people/todoran/Dataset250.pdf
6http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/rerg/people/todoran/Dataset500.pdf
7http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/rerg/people/todoran/Dataset1000.pdf
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5.3.5 Automation and Time-Efficiency

We saw that existing requirements elicitation methods are chal-

lenged in the cloud domain by the time factor. Moreover, the

need to involve a large number of stakeholders simultaneously in

the same geographical spot is another issue posed by the cloud

settings, which could be solved by means of automation. To show

how our approach addresses these challenges, we firstly analyze

the time efficiency (R2) of our algorithms and then describe the

automation capabilities (R3).

Time Efficiency (R2)

In contrast to the existing elicitation techniques, our approach has

a passive character, i.e. consumers are not directly and consciously

involved in the requirements elicitation process, since the require-

ments for new services are inferred based on their searches. This

way, virtually no time is dedicated specifically to the elicitation

process, but rather to the data analysis. Consequently, we will

calculate the data processing times.

Similarity Classifier

We firstly analyze the behavior of the similarity classifier (Algo-

rithm 3). As described in Section 5.2.3, the degree of similarity

(sim) is given by the cloud provider representative using the Stake-

Cloud prototype [TKG15b] that implements our approach. Then,

the bundles of similar queries are automatically generated. We
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Figure 5.3: Time performance of the similarity classifier and number
of clusters generated.

measured the time needed to generate clusters for degrees of sim-

ilarity between 10 and 80 percent, with an increment of 10, for

the three datasets of 250, 500 and 1000 queries, respectively. We

excluded the extreme margins of the range [0,100], i.e. [0,10) and

(80,100], because values converging to 100 will not generate any

clusters and will simply maintain the original list of queries, and

values converging to 0 will likely generate only one large cluster

consisting of all the queries in the dataset. Moreover, we measured

how many clusters are generated for each degree of similarity, for

every dataset. The results obtained are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Generally, the time needed to process the data and generate queries

bundles grows linearly with the number of queries in the dataset:

e.g., for sim = 80, generating clusters for a dataset of 250 queries

(shown in red in Figure 5.3) will take 0.26 seconds, while for a

dataset of 500 queries (green) it will take 0.57 seconds, and for

1000 queries (blue) 1.33 seconds. This observation also holds for

the other values of the degree of similarity. The time values we

obtained are in the same range as those of well-known clustering

methods, such as k-means [CND11], for datasets of comparable

sizes.

As expected, the time required to generate the clusters is directly

proportional to the number of clusters generated and to the value

of sim. In Figure 5.3, the bigger the size of the circle representing

the cluster, the larger the number of clusters generated for that

particular degree of similarity, as exemplified in the legend. For

instance, for the dataset with 500 queries (green), sim = 10 will

lead to 2 clusters, whereas sim = 80 will lead to eleven clusters.

It can be noted that the value of sim = 80 causes comparatively

longer needed time periods compared to the other values. This is

due to the fact that our algorithm always compares the distances

between the supremum and each query to the breaking point

calculated (line 15, in Algorithm 3), and the higher the value of

sim, the more such computations needed. Nevertheless, the times

are still manageable on a regular machine, being in the range of

seconds for thousands of queries.

According to our tests so far, visualizing Galois lattices generated

directly from datasets with less than 15 queries is still possible,
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without any need for clustering, unless specifically desired so. The

tool allows zooming and dragging, thus making it easy for the

user to navigate in the models even when the graphs are rather

complex, as in Figure 5.4 b) and c). For datasets with more than

15 queries, the user can choose to automatically compute bundles

and then generate the lattice. This way, (s)he can adjust the

degree of similarity until the model is easy to visualize. When

some of the represented nodes are not original queries from the

dataset, but bundles representatives, a mouseover feature allows

the user to see what composing queries each cluster consists of,

and their frequencies.

Lattice Generation

We computed the time needed to generate fuzzy Galois lattices

for various datasets, containing between 5 and 19 queries. We

tested our Algorithm 2 with datasets of these sizes, since these are

likely to lead to models that are still easy to visualize and analyze,

as explained above. For this reason, we generally recommend

bundling similar queries initially, if the input dataset contains

more than 15 queries, such that an overall view of the data is

first generated. Then, the user can explore individual bundles and

regenerate the model as needed. This also ensures a rapid lattice

generation, thus fast data processing: e.g., building the model for

ten distinct queries takes 0.05 seconds, generating a total of 154

nodes to be represented in the lattice.

The graph in Figure 5.5 shows the time needed to generate the

corresponding lattice nodes for the datasets used. The labels dis-

played next to the points represent the number of queries processed.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.4: Fuzzy Galois lattices for: a) 5 queries, b) 10 queries, and
c) 15 queries.
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Figure 5.5: Time needed to generate the lattice nodes.

Datasets of 5 to 13 queries produce lattices almost instantly, in

less than one second. Then, the time needed increases with an

exponential tendency. The logarithmic fit curve for the gener-

ated points is represented as a dotted line and has the following

definition:

y(x) = 95.35 ∗ log(29.52 ∗ x) + 179.16

Whereas the method is indeed based on combinations of initial

queries, several reductions are applied. Firstly, the frequency

of each query is calculated, leading to representing only unique

queries. In cases when frequency values higher than 1 are detected,
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these are labeled and propagated in the new classes of services

generated. Secondly, when the vector of fuzzy values representing

a query is the minimum of another vector, numerous nodes are

generated, that are identical; again, only unique new classes of

services are included in the lattice, which is another reduction

opportunity scenario. Thirdly, queries in real world datasets do

not tend to be thoroughly different, and the more similar they

are, the fewer the lattice nodes. Therefore, despite its supposedly

exponential character, our approach performs better than 2n. The

combinations initially computed by Algorithm 2 only concern the

labels of queries and the actual calculations are only performed on

the nodes that qualify to be part of the lattice.

The reductions applied lead to high delta (∆) values between the

number of combinations generated mathematically and the actual

number of nodes needed to build the lattice. This is shown in

Figure 5.6, that presents the discrepancy between the number of

lattice nodes (gray) and the combinations (black), for 5, 10, 15 and

20 queries, respectively. For instance, for a dataset of 15 queries,

∆ =1’047’464. The exponential fit curve for the middle points of

∆ values is shown in red, and has the definition:

y(x) = 0.54 ∗ e0.69∗x

The exponential character of this fit curve demonstrates that while

the time needed to generate the lattices grows fast, the approach

performs better than standard exponential, not needing all the

mathematical combinations. When the input datasets contain
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less than 50 unique queries, the computing time remains in the

range of hours, e.g., for 25 queries, without any pre-processing

and bundling, the needed time is 3.85h. Nevertheless, as soon

as bundling is applied, the time can drop drastically, depending

on the value of the degree of similarity. This efficiency issue is

known in the field of concept lattices, and various solutions have

been investigated to mitigate it. For instance, Kumar and Srinivas

[KS10b] apply k-means clustering for lattice reduction, defining

a number of desired clusters k. However, they only focus on
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the clusters resulted in their analysis, not mentioning anything

about the performance gain. In our context, we can conclude

that the time required for the data analysis is still much shorter

than that of any other existing requirements elicitation techniques,

even when several hours of computation are needed. Moreover,

the results reported are obtained on our rather limited desktop

machine. Algorithm 2 is principally parallelizable, and running

it on a multi-core cluster should yield better results, decreasing

the computation time proportionally to the number of cores used.

However, this is subject to future work.

Automated Elicitation (R3)

As far as automation is concerned, our Galois lattices approach for

cloud services is different from all the existing requirements elici-

tation techniques in that data collection is exclusively automated.

The needs are gathered from (potential) consumers in a passive

and unobtrusive way. Moreover, our technique is tool-supported

[TKG15b], such that most of the data analysis is automated. As

shown in Figure 5.2, the StakeCloud Tool performs numerous ac-

tivities, such as computing bundles of similar queries. Whereas the

new classes of services are automatically generated, while perform-

ing the analysis in A10, providers can perform a manual what-if

investigation to dynamically simulate what happens when only

one or a few features are varied, how these impact the general

clustering, or zoom in specific parts of the lattice, to analyze the

best ideas for new services.
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For instance, Figure 5.7 shows a sample scenario in our tool. The

top right panel contains the input dataset loaded, consisting of 20

distinct queries. The corresponding Galois lattice is displayed in

the main panel, where the topmost element is the supremum for

the entire lattice, and the first level in the hierarchy is composed

of individual queries (circles, e.g., (6)) and bundles (rounded

rectangles, e.g., (2)) generated based on a degree of similarity of

25 percent. The remaining nodes are classes of services generated

automatically, as infima of the elements in the first hierarchy

level.

Upon selecting three latice nodes displayed in gray (the bundle

(2) and the individual queries (1) and (4)), the user can imme-

diately visualize the corresponding supremum ([], in green) and

infima elements (red). The numerical fuzzy values of these are

also displayed in the right central panel. As explained in Section

5.2.2 A7, the infima elements are the main candidates to evalu-

ate when the provider is interested in satisfying consumers with

searches such as (1), (2) and (4). For this, the user can select

from five different criteria of analysis from the drop-down menu in

the bottom right panel, e.g., analyze to what extent individual fea-

tures are accomplished by selected nodes or their suprema/infima.

Assuming the cloud provider is interested in satisfying as many

as possible features fully for the selected queries, he selects the

suprema/infima full satisfaction analysis. The tool automatically

generates the graph displayed in the bottom right corner of the tool

window, showing the results. The graph allows multiple plotting

options, the scale can be changed and zooming capabilities are

also embedded.
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As a next step, the user can decide to choose other analysis criteria,

look into the individual queries composing the bundle (2), or

regenerate the lattice by changing the degree of similarity (as

shown by the loops in Figure 5.2). Moreover, there is the option of

adding new queries to the dataset. Lastly, the approach allows the

user to model his/her existing offerings as vectors of fuzzy values,

and then to search if these are among the lattice nodes. If they

are found, they are highlighted, which helps cloud providers to see

what queries they can satisfy with their current services, or how

they could mildly enhance them to satisfy larger populations. In

case their current services are not found among the nodes, a new

lattice including them is generated, showing their relations to the

other lattice elements.

Therefore, through the tool support provided, we propose our

approach as a requirements elicitation technique that allows the

automation of requirements acquisition to a large extent, and puts

at cloud providers’ disposal means for analyzing the automatically

generated visualizations.

5.3.6 Consumers’ Heterogeneity, Geographical

Distribution and Volatile Requirements

In this section, we show how our approach addresses R1, R4

and R5, by enabling the elicitation of requirements from globally

distributed audiences, whose needs are volatile.
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Wide and Heterogeneous Audiences (R1)

The advanced searches needed by our fuzzy Galois lattices tech-

nique are always conducted on marketplaces websites. There-

fore, our approach allows any number of consumers from virtu-

ally anywhere to input their needs for services in a completely

asynchronous way. Moreover, according to the interviewed cloud

providers [TSG13], performing advanced searches for services is

among the most frequent methods used by both individual con-

sumers and businesses to select cloud solutions suitable for their

needs.

When generating the datasets used for experimentation, we took

into account the heterogeneity aspect. Therefore, the queries used

are highly heterogeneous, while they still follow the constraints

posed by the features in Table 5.1. As a metric for heterogeneity,

we use the standard deviation:

σ =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − µ)2

In our case, N is the number of queries, xi, i = 1, N represent

the individual queries, and µ is the mean of the queries in the

dataset. We used the standard deviation for measuring the amount

of dispersion from the average for the queries in our three datasets,

and obtained the following results. For the dataset composed of

250 distinct queries, σ250 ' 0.324, for the 500 queries, σ500 ' 0.322,
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and for the 1000 queries, σ1000 ' 0.319. All these values round to

the value of 0.32, indicating that all the queries used in our tests

are well spread, therefore heterogeneous.

Remote Application (R4)

Our approach is search-based, which means that it can be applied

for any consumers, located anywhere, including those who are not

physically reachable.

According to Use Case 3.9 defined for cloud computing by NIST

(American National Institute of Standards and Technology)8, “a

cloud-user makes a structured capability or capacity or price re-

quest to one or several cloud-providers and receives a structured

response that can be used as input to drive service decisions”.

This use case describes exactly the paradigm our approach is built

on: the remote request for cloud service capabilities, upon which

consumers get matching results from the marketplace. Such re-

mote requests are the queries used as input, enabling the remote

application of our approach. Moreover, remote analysis of the

output of our method is also possible.

For instance, in the example shown in Figure 5.7, the automatically

generated bottom right graph represents the number of features

from queries (1) (green) and (4) (blue) and bundle (2) (red) that

are fully satisfied by their supremum and infima. The information

displayed in such graphs is available to the cloud provider company

8http : //www.nist.gov/itl/cloud/3 9.cfm Accessed: June 2015.
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without the need to send its consultants overseas. For example,

the cloud provider representative can observe that classes of ser-

vices like (1,2,4,5,6) and (1,2,4,5,6,7) would both fully satisfy four

features for query (1) and three features for query (4). However,

(1,2,4,5,6,7) satisfies one feature less than (1,2,4,5,6) for bundle

(2). Nevertheless, it has the advantage of satisfying also query (7),

which belongs to the composing set. In this case, it is worth study-

ing what is more valuable for the cloud provider: satisfying bundle

(2) to a larger extent, or query (7). The analysis can continue until

the provider has obtained enough information to make a decision

what service(s) are worth launching, e.g., by unbundling query (2)

to analyze the queries it consists of, generating the graphs that

visualize to what extent query (7) can be satisfied by the given

infima, generating the graphs that show also the extent to which

the features of the selected nodes are partially satisfied, etc. For

another analysis example, please refer to [TG14]. This analysis is

performed exclusively remotely, based on the input dataset.

Given its unobtrusive character, this technique is also suitable

when consumers are not able to describe their requirements easily

in an interview or a workshop, and can thus be used to complement

other elicitation methods.

Volatile Requirements (R5)

Volatile requirements, i.e. requirements that change while being

elicited, analyzed, validated and/or implemented, represent a rec-

ognized challenge for requirements elicitation methods. In contrast
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to the existing techniques, where extensive time is allocated to first

gathering requirements which are then analyzed, our approach

enables a continuous elicitation process. Cloud consumers’ data

is collected continuously as advanced search queries on market-

places, and can be instantly fed as input to our tool-supported

approach. This way, volatile requirements can be monitored in

an uninterrupted fashion. Moreover, due to the remote character

of our method, this is done at virtually no additional cost. This

feature is particularly fitting with the agile character of most cloud

provider companies, which use fast development cycles and have

rather short times to market.

Furthermore, our approach can be used for trend monitoring. For

instance, it can calculate the mean for selected features of a series

of datasets over a period of time. If it is detected that the mean

value shifts steadily over that period of time, this represents a

hint that the feature might follow that trend also in the future.

For example, if the mean for the feature “storage” increases by

0.5GB every quarter for two years, this may indicate that a growth

should be expected also in the following year(s). Conversely, if the

frequency of a binary feature such as “AES encryption” decreases

over a given series of datasets, this may be an indication that this

features may be replaced by another, or consumers simply do not

want it any more.

5.3.7 Threats to Validity

As far as construct validity is concerned, we tried to avoid evalu-

ation apprehension by ensuring the product managers contacted
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that all the information is anonymized and used exclusively for

research purposes. We also mitigated hypothesis guessing by not

giving them any details about our approach. Internal validity is

threatened by the fact that we generated the datasets ourselves.

However, we constructed them respecting the constraints of the

features encoded and starting from a real world dataset. This way,

we reduced the possible causal relationship between treatment and

outcome. The fact that the datasets are self-generated concerns the

external validity, i.e. generalizing results to industrial practice in

particular. However, we attempted to build representative queries,

as described above.

5.4 Related Work

From the early 2000s, researchers observed that requirements engi-

neering also needs to consider distributed [DZ03] and asynchronous

settings [GS05], and this currently extends to the cloud context.

However, due to its collaboration-intensive and time-consuming

nature, requirements elicitation becomes difficult in the cloud

[DZ03, Dau00].

As far as dedicated cloud requirements elicitation methods are

concerned, there has been some advancement during the recent

years. For instance, frameworks focusing on the supply-demand

relation have been designed [Liu12], Sun et al. developed a hybrid

fuzzy framework for helping cloud consumers to select services that

match their needs when their requests are uncertain [SDH+14],
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and management systems for requirements ensuring QoS have been

developed [VS11]. Moreover, researchers looked into methods for

eliciting particular types of requirements, e.g., legal [BFS12] or

security [BHC+13]. Still, these are only niche recommendations

and no comprehensive clear solution exists, addressing the cloud-

specific requirements elicitation challenges.

As far as distributed requirements elicitation is concerned, Lloyd et

al. conducted a study [LRA02] on the effectiveness of elicitation

techniques in distributed requirements engineering, concluding that

synchronous elicitation approaches are generally more effective

than asynchronous ones. Lim et al. [LQF10] present ideas on

asynchronous and distributed stakeholder identification, assuming

that key stakeholders are known, and further users can be identified

based on domain knowledge. However, such approaches do not

easily extend to the cloud context, since the audience for services

is most often unknown and globally distributed.

Tuunanen [Tuu03] addresses the problem of reaching and involving

wide audience end-users, or users who are not within organiza-

tional reach. He argues that traditional techniques do not provide

adequate solutions and presents methods which could potentially

fill this gap (e.g., EasyWinWin). However, none of these methods

has been successfully used on a large scale for distributed elicita-

tion so far. Moreover, research on EasyWinWin by Kukreja et

al. [KB12] promises to provide support for distributed settings, but

only focuses on stakeholders within organizational reach.

Another challenge of requirements elicitation in the cloud is the con-

tinuous change of consumer needs [Her07]. Consequently, various
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wiki approaches have been implemented, to provide a time-efficient

possibility for updating and eliciting requirements. For instance,

Decker et al. developed a wiki-based solution that enables stake-

holders’ participation in RE [DRR+07], Solis and Ali’s spatial

hypertext wiki focuses on distributed teams [SA10], whereas Liang

et al. [LAC09] and Lohmann et al. [LRAZ08] exploit semantic

annotation wikis. However, wiki-based methods generally assume

that stakeholders are at least identifiable, which is not the case in

a cloud context.

Studies from the field of web-information systems by Yang and

Tang [YT03] reveal that the elicitation needs regarding Internet-

based systems are also rather different from those of traditional

systems (e.g., due to higher user diversity). Moreover, most exist-

ing requirements elicitation methods can only deal with a limited

number of stakeholders [Her07]. The number of potential cloud

service consumers may often go beyond what traditional methods

can handle [BHC+13], and no real solutions addressing this elici-

tation issue have been developed so far. Market-driven techniques

[KDNoD+03], which are usually employed when it is impossible

to consider individual consumers, prove to be rather limited in the

cloud, due to the lack of specific localized markets.

Work in data mining, machine learning and particularly recom-

mender systems [AT05] also addresses the problem of extracting

value from search data. For example, search-based and collab-

orative techniques can make personalized online product recom-

mendations [AXG11], and user feedback has been used to rank
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various products [LPP08]. Throughout the recent years, recom-

mender systems [RV97] (e.g., probability-based collaborative filter-

ing [HKTR04]) and clustering data mining methods [Ber06] have

been heavily used for marketing purposes, to suggest similar prod-

ucts in e-commerce systems, or to segment populations. However,

to our knowledge, such techniques have never been adapted or

utilized for requirements elicitation in the cloud.

Furthermore, data analysis methods that model consumers’ needs

have not been explored for the purpose of cloud requirements

elicitation so far. Whereas there is an extensive body of research

in the field of Galois concept lattices, most researchers exclusively

focus on the mathematical implications of such graphs, and do not

apply them in a practical context. There are only a few examples

of attempts where lattices are used to identify objects or con-

cepts in given datasets [vDK99, GMA95], or applied to browsing

retrieval [CR96]. Most existing lattice-related work focuses on clus-

tering opportunities with Galois lattices from a purely theoretical

perspective [PRSV02].

To summarize, the existing elicitation techniques, even when

adapted, are mostly unsuitable for the cloud, and can support cloud

service providers only to a limited extent in their requirements elic-

itation processes. Moreover, the existing data mining and lattice

approaches have not been applied in the requirements acquisition

context so far, to our knowledge, leaving the issue of dedicated

cloud requirements elicitation techniques unsolved.
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5.5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to requirements elicita-

tion for cloud services, that builds fuzzy Galois lattices based on

consumers’ advanced search queries. We evaluated it against five

main cloud providers’ requirements and showed how it addresses

them: it can gather needs from wide and heterogeneous audiences

whose requirements are volatile, automates data analysis and can

be applied remotely, taking less time than traditional elicitation

methods. Our approach is best-suited for the early elicitation

phase and for monitoring market trends. It can be succeeded

by more in-depth requirements elicitation with complementary

methods such as prototyping and large-scale online experiments.

Although our approach was natively built for cloud contexts, we

foresee that it can be applied successfully also in other domains

that exhibit similar properties and where queries can be collected

in a similar fashion, e.g., in traditional web-service and service-

oriented systems. However, we have not investigated this usage

scenario so far, but it is subject to future work.

A limitation of our approach is that it assumes consumers provide

values for all the features specified as advanced search criteria.

Currently, we ignore the queries with values of zero for all fea-

tures (outliers) and allocate default values when no values are

assigned. We are now working on implementing the maximum

likelihood estimation, which uses the available data to compute

maximum likelihood estimates. Moreover, we plan to improve the

time performance and method scalability by using MapReduce to
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compute the minima values in Algorithm 2. In addition, we are

currently working on extending the approach to work when partic-

ular features have weights denoting their importance. Naturally,

adoption issues related to users’ data privacy may occur when our

method is deployed in practice and some time may be needed until

cloud providers get used to the workflow. Therefore, we plan to

apply our elicitation method in real world settings, with cloud

providers and their datasets, to discover any potential issues and

demonstrate its actual impact and practical use.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary and Achievements

Successful services and products strongly depend on appropriate

stakeholder requirements communication methods and tools, and

cloud services are no exception to this general rule. However, due to

the challenges posed by the cloud paradigm, existing requirements

elicitation techniques have become virtually obsolete, leading to

an evident need for dedicated cloud requirements communication

approaches. This motivated us to first investigate cloud providers’

current state of practice concerning the elicitation activity and then

to develop StakeCloud, a novel cloud requirements communication

approach.

We summarize our work and achievements by answering the re-

search questions introduced in Section 1.3.
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Research Question 1: How do cloud service providers

elicit consumer requirements?

In Chapter 2, we presented an exploratory study on how 19 cloud

provider companies from ten countries perform the requirements

elicitation activity. The semi-structured interviews we conducted

revealed that the most popular elicitation techniques are interviews,

questionnaires, documentation analysis, surveys and prototyping.

These methods were regarded as difficult to nearly impossible

to apply in most cloud cases, which led to providers using ad-

hoc methods to learn about their (potential) consumers’ needs.

Moreover, we found that cloud providers’ satisfaction level with

regard to applying existing elicitation methods is generally low

to medium. This dissatisfaction is often caused by the evolution

history of the company, i.e. the transition from a traditional to

a cloud service provider was made without taking the elicitation

aspect into account, only focusing on technical aspects.

Research Question 2: What features should a dedicated

cloud requirements elicitation method have to help cloud

providers understand their (potential) consumers’ needs?

Besides reviewing the requirements elicitation methods that are

most popular among cloud providers, the exploratory study de-

scribed in Chapter 2 also showed what kind of methods the cloud

paradigm calls for. They should fit for heterogeneous and wide

audiences, take less time than existing techniques and should allow

providers to apply them remotely. Furthermore, automation is

needed to a larger extent for eliciting consumers’ requirements,

which are often volatile.
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Research Question 3: How can (potential) consumers’ ad-

vanced search queries for cloud services be used to infer

requirements?

Chapter 3 introduced a novel approach for inferring requirements

from (potential) cloud consumers’ advanced search queries. It has

its roots in Galois theory and builds fuzzy Galois lattices based

on what consumers search for. The infima elements computed

represent compromise services that satisfy the initial queries to

limited extents, which can be adjusted depending on the goals

and preferences of cloud providers. Using a running example, we

showed how StakeCloud, our conceptual fuzzy Galois approach,

supports the requirements for a dedicated cloud elicitation method

identified during the exploratory study.

Research Question 4: How does our approach meet cloud

service providers’ needs for a dedicated cloud require-

ments elicitation method?

Upon implementing and extending the conceptual StakeCloud

approach, we proceeded to evaluate it. For this, we analyzed to

what extent cloud providers’ requirements for a new dedicated

cloud elicitation method are met by StakeCloud. The results

are communicated in Chapter 5. Firstly, we investigated whether

automation and time efficiency were achieved. For this, we analyzed

the time performance of the similarity classifier embedded in our

solution, using datasets ranging from 250 to 1000 queries. While

these were self-generated, they fully maintained the characteristics

of the smaller original datasets provided by cloud companies,
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which acted as a starting point. According to our results, all

clusters for datasets of up to 1000 queries could be generated

in less than two seconds, irrespective of cluster sizes. Moreover,

despite its formally exponential character, our approach always

performed significantly better than O(2n) due to the reductions

applied and the particular features of advanced search queries for

services (e.g., high frequencies and similarity). Secondly, thanks

to the implemented tool, automation was achieved to a large

extent, since lattices are automatically generated, as well as all

the analysis graphs needed during the decision-making process.

Thirdly, we showed that the StakeCloud approach fits for wide and

heterogeneous audiences: the average standard deviation for our

datasets was 0.32, indicating the queries used in the experiments

were well spread. Moreover, remote application is possible since

the method is exclusively based on data collected online. Therefore,

our approach also supports volatile requirements, since trends can

be monitored over time and change requests can be identified at an

early stage. In conclusion, we consider our research successful since

a proof of concept of our approach was achieved, that solves the

issues identified with RQ1, and the results of the evaluation showed

that the requirements determined with RQ2 are met.

By answering these research questions, we demonstrated our Thesis

Statement, showing that cloud consumers’ advanced search queries

can be used to infer new service requirements, such that cloud

providers deliver solutions targeted at consumers’ real needs. The

StakeCloud approach supports cloud providers in choosing the

most suitable compromise services to satisfy large populations

of consumers with a minimum set of requirements implemented,
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to reach an optimum solution. Therefore, our approach goes

beyond plain matching and simple statistics, since the lattice

infima elements represent newly generated classes of services and

novel combinations of feature values. These cannot be inferred by

counting frequencies in the initial datasets or using multiple-criteria

decision analysis based on standard statistical methods.

According to Wieringa and Heerkens [WH06], the relevance criteria

for a solution consists of three elements: (i) novelty of the solution,

(ii) relevance for classes of world problems, and (iii) relevance for

theory. We evaluate our solution as relevant, since (i) it is a novel

approach, based on a mathematical model that has never been

exploited for this purpose before. Furthermore, (ii) it contributes

to solving a significant real world problem: eliciting consumer

requirements in cloud settings. Finally, (iii) our solution is relevant

for theory: on the one hand, it builds on top of existing research

and best practices. On the other hand, it extends them with a new

model for requirements analysis and opens numerous new research

directions.

6.2 Outlook

StakeCloud represents one of the first dedicated approaches aimed

at supporting cloud service providers in eliciting and understanding

their consumers’ needs. Despite the progress made in the direc-

tion of building a dedicated cloud requirements communication

approach, there are still related ideas and areas worth exploring in
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the future. This section discusses some current limitations of the

StakeCloud method and suggests potential future paths.

The current version of the StakeCloud approach benefits from

sophisticated tool support. The proof of concept we built offers

numerous features that cloud provider representatives can use

during their analysis and decision-making processes. However,

the choice of features, options and parameters may not always be

intuitive, thus leading to a steep learning curve and potentially

a need for extended adoption periods. Therefore, one possible

future direction consists of embedding an artificial intelligence-

powered wizard in the existing tool that guides the cloud provider

representative through the entire requirements analysis process.

For instance, (s)he could first input key stakeholders’ features or

define his/her company’s unique selling points in terms of service

characteristics, and then the wizard could recommend what existing

visualizations are appropriate and the corresponding parameters.

Moreover, concrete formalisms could be developed for calculating

the satisfaction level for particular combinations of service features,

based on cloud providers’ input, when making the analysis.

A further way of enhancing the usability of the tool-supported

StakeCloud approach consists of making the frequency of each

lattice node more easily readable. In the current version, in case

a particular query appears more than once in the initial dataset,

it is represented as a node which has a frequency equal to the

number of occurrences in the dataset. The frequency can be

read by the StakeCloud user when hovering over the node. This

visualization could be enhanced by, e.g., increasing the size of
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the nodes such that they are proportional to their frequencies,

or using a color gradient. Additionally, a similar visualization

could be used for displaying clusters, where their size or color

depends on the number of underlying queries. This information

could be further propagated and displayed on the other lattice

nodes representing service candidates that satisfy high frequency

queries or large clusters.

Since our solution was built following the pragmatic paradigm,

to solve a real world problem, it is essential to conduct further

evaluations using cloud provider companies’ datasets. The services

they decide to release based on the recommendations made by our

approach should then be monitored over time. The real success

and results of StakeCloud can only be seen in the future, after

such solutions have been launched and related usage data and

feedback have been collected. StakeCloud was natively designed

to be used by marketplaces, on the advanced search queries data

gathered. Therefore, a next step would be to embed it in exist-

ing marketplace platforms, such that the requirements inferred

can then be sent to the cloud providers that sell their solutions

through these marketplaces. In addition, large-scale studies could

be conducted, e.g., to compare consumers’ initial queries with the

services purchased and to analyze their level of satisfaction after

a defined period of usage. Such studies may offer reliable hints

regarding the compromise consumers are willing to make.

Furthermore, to make the approach more accessible, the current

cross-platform desktop application could be accompanied by a

Web interface. This would not have to include all the existing
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features, but could resemble a dashboard that gives cloud providers

a general overview of the queries, e.g., for trend monitoring.

Currently, the data used as input by StakeCloud is represented

by fuzzy vectors, thus purely structured data. One potential

research direction would be to run our approach also with other

data that are first mined from natural language descriptions, such

as app reviews or documentation resulting from interviews and

workshops. One challenge when exploiting such data may be

their incompleteness, i.e. values may not be available for all

the predefined features. However, this issue can be solved by

implementing, e.g., the maximum likelihood estimation which uses

the available data to populate empty fields.

Another input data-related extension of StakeCloud could consist

of modeling and analyzing advanced search queries that also include

information about the weights of particular features, and not only

the values given for each feature. For instance, a consumer may

regard the uptime of 100% of a service as critical and not want

to compromise on this, the storage size of 1TB may be a nice

to have, whereas (s)he may not care about the other features.

The StakeCloud approach includes a preliminary version of such

a weights-driven analysis, which allows manipulating datasets of

queries that specify the weight for each feature. Depending on

their weights, features can be: “must-have” features, “nice to have”

features and “don’t care” features, and each query can contain one

“must-have” feature at most and any number of features of the other

two types. The StakeCloud approach propagates these weights in

the lattice, to the compromise services generated, such that infima
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elements always include the consumer-imposed weights. Although

we implemented this concept, we have not conducted a thorough

evaluation due to the lack of real-world datasets including weights

and the limited interest of our cooperating companies in such an

extension. Nevertheless, further research in this direction has good

potential for valuable results.

Originally, StakeCloud was designed and built for the cloud domain,

to support cloud service providers. Nevertheless, the nature of

its conceptual model allows its application also in other domains.

The only constraint consists of the input data representation and

availability. As long as consumers’ queries can be modeled as

fuzzy vectors of feature values and such advanced search queries

are available, our approach can be applied in any other domain.

Consequently, it would be interesting to also evaluate how the

StakeCloud method performs outside the cloud context.

Finally, it should be noted that our approach represents an early

elicitation phase method which can naturally be followed by other

existing, more in-depth elicitation techniques with selected stake-

holders. The requirements inferred with StakeCloud can further be

formalized and transformed into specifications, for instance using

existing tool-supported methods such as the one proposed by Li

et al.[LHB+15].

In summary, we believe that StakeCloud not only represents one

step towards solving the requirements communication problem in

cloud settings, but also a starting point for new inspiring research

directions in the areas of requirements analysis and modeling,

monitoring and decision-making support.
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